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The purpose of this study was to investigate the 
effect of a movement education,  problem solving approach 
to teaching gymnastics as compared to the traditional, 
teacher-directed approach,   on the movement concept of 
college women.     Subjects were forty-eight college women 
enrolled in two  beginning gymnastics classes. 
The Q-sort technique was used in the recording 
and measuring of the Doudlah Movement Concept Test.     The 
test was administered prior to the first instructional 
class and again at the completion of eleven weeks  of course 
work.     Individual correlation coefficients between real- 
self and ideal-self were calculated by means of a nomo- 
graph.     These were  treated as  scores in the manipulation 
of the data,  as  were the correlation coefficients  between 
initial and final real-self and ideal-self sorts. 
Fisher's "t"  tests for significance of difference 
between both correlated and uncorrelated means were used to 
determine if there  was a difference  in movement concept be- 
tween or within the classes at the beginning and at the end 
of the  study;   to determine both the direction and amount of 
change in the real-self and ideal-self components of movement 
concept;   and to  determine if the classes  differed in the pro- 
ficiencies acquired by the  end of the course. 
The  following statistically significant results were 
obtained: 
1. There was a difference between the initial and final 
movement concept scores for the movement education class. 
2. There was a change in both real-self and ideal-self from 
beginning to end within each class. 
3. There was a difference between the amount of change in 
the real-self as compared to the ideal-self within the move- 
ment education class. 
Conclusions were drawn that both approaches result in 
a reevaluation and reassessment of the real-self and ideal- 
self,   and that  the movement education approach to gymnastics 
results in a narrowing of the discrepancy between real-self 
and ideal-self by encouraging students  to perceive their real- 
self in movement as having moved closer to their ideal. 
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Research findings in the behavioral sciences have 
fostered change in educational theory during the last twenty- 
five years.  Their implications with regard to how man or- 
ganizes and expresses his perceptions and how he structures 
his concepts have led to a reappraisal of the function and 
potential of many disciplines, including physical education. 
The interrelationsnip of movement and meaning has assumed a 
new relevance through the concept, as expressed by Metheny 
(32), of moving to learn and learning to move. 
With implied change in theory has come desirable ex- 
perimentation in educational metnodology.  Teaching methods 
in physical education are being reexamined in terms of their 
appropriateness to the structuring or experiences in which 
an individual develops concepts of the elements of movement 
and their significance to him as a moving human entity. 
An understanding and acceptance or self would seem to 
be one 01 tne major objectives in any educational program. 
The syndromic variable or method-content coula determine the 
effectiveness of the learning experience witn regard to the 
development of an adequate personality as defined by Combs 
(51).  Jersila has stated that: 
In trie healthy course of the development of self 
one is involved in a continuous process of assimila- 
tion ana integration of new experiences, new discov- 
eries concerning one's resources, one's limitations 
and one's relations witn oneself. (2i+:H4.) 
Physical education has the potential to promote the 
growth of such a functionally integrated personality by pro- 
viding opportunities witnin its structure for psychological, 
as well as physical, mobility. 
The integrated nature of an individual's potentiali- 
ties demands that physical education recognize both the uni- 
ty and the independence of physiological efficiency and per- 
sonality enrichment.  Experiential situations in which 
method and content are designed to help the individual or- 
ganize and interpret, in a meaningful way, his perceptions 
of himself in movement might well influence both the level 
of performance to which he aspires and the view he holds of 
his actual level of achievement.  These factors are inherent 
in the psychological theory of self concept.  Research has 
implied that an individual's changing concepts of his body 
ana its  capacity for movement, within the total concept of 
self, may be as influential in determining his level of per- 
formance and his attitude towards activity as the physical 
and intellectual boundaries witnin which he functions. 
Body image and movement concept, two of the compo- 
nents of self concept, have been studied recently with re- 
gard to their relevance for physical education theory.  The 
findings suggest that this is a significant area of research 
well worthy of further investigation. 
It was the possible interaction of movement and con- 
ceptual ideas which prompted the investigator to examine the 
effect of an activity, taught by two different approaches, 
on an individual's movement concept.  Through the medium of 
gymnastics, which stresses an understanding and application 
of the elements and mechanics of movement, the relationship 
of movement concept to a method-content variable, namely a 
movement exploration approach as contrasted with a teacher- 
directed, traditional approach, was studied. 
The recent emphasis upon movement education, both in 
the United States and in Britain, has produced empirical evi- 
dence that such an activity, in conjunction with a problem- 
solving method of presentation, appears to enhance the crea- 
tive movement potential of children.  In an environment which 
is designed to challenge the students to set their own goals 
in relation to their individual stage of development, rather 
than conform to the hypothetical norm, limitations set by 
the structure ana form of specific gymnastic skills are 
eliminated. 
Implementation of the concepts of movement education 
in Britain has been predominantly through "educational gym- 
nastics" at the elementary and secondary school level.  The 
objectives of such programs have been structured in terms of 
extending the objective movement knowledge ana unaerstanding 
of school children.  The observed subjective involvement of 
the children and the range of their solutions to movement 
tasks evidenced during the exploratory phase of the activity 
suggest that there may be intrinsic value in such an ap- 
proach for the development of a more positive concept of the 
self in movement. 
As the child matures his concepts of self in terms of 
body image and movement become more acute and immobile.  By 
the time the student has reached college age many of his at- 
titudes regarding his physical potentialities are compara- 
tively stable.  The intellectual atmosphere of a university 
tends to encourage students to think critically and analyti- 
cally.  Previous and existing experiences can be examined 
objectively and subjectively and the student can make a 
value judgement of the personal significance of such experi- 
ences.  Observation of the movement patterns of college stu- 
dents has led the investigator to believe that the physical 
manifestations of movement concept demonstrate a negative 
and unfavorable opinion of self on the part of many college 
women. 
The physical education curriculum offered at the col- 
lege level shows a strong recreational predilection and in- 
struction is seldom oriented toward basic movement patterns. 
This recreational bias is predicated on the assumption that 
the programs offered in the pre-college years have estab- 
lished a facility with and an understanding of the fundamental 
elements of movement.  Yet such an assumption is frequently 
unjustifiable.  The dissatisfaction often expressed by stu- 
dents when asked about their physical abilities may well 
stem from their limited opportunity to explore the basic 
concepts of space, time and force in a physical education 
program structured with regard to understanding movement 
situations. 
If such an hypothesis has a degree of validity then 
there is good reason to consider the inclusion of physical 
education activities at the college level which would review 
and expand on the understanding of movement concepts, there- 
by giving a student a broader understanding of the continuum 
of skilled movement and his relative position within that 
sequence.  As a result of such insight an individual might 
be encouraged to revise his ideas of what he should ideally 
be like as a moving being and how closely he approximates 
that ideal in reality. 
Educational psychologists (llj.,29,39,1+2) have suggested 
that the discrepancy between an individual's real-self con- 
cept and ideal-self concept is indicative of the degree of 
the individual's personality adjustment.  Any process there- 
fore which increases the self-ideal self congruency may be 
thought of as educationally beneficial. 
Because there seems to be empirical evidence to indi- 
cate that teaching methodology can be varied and yet the 
same skill patterns can be learned regardless of method, the 
investigator considered it important to study the psychologi- 
cal implications of method.  It was felt that personality 
change might be manifest if a method involving discovery and 
exploration within the context of problem-solving were used 
in contrast to the more traditional method of teacher- 
direction and demonstration; and if such techniques of method 
embraced subject matter content differentiated as to emphasis 
between understanding ana performance.  On such an assump- 
tion the experimental design of this research was predicated. 
CHAPTER   II 
STATEMENT  OP THE   PROBLEM 
The   Problem 
It was the purpose of this study to investigate the 
effect of two different teaching approaches upon the move- 
ment concept of college women enrolled in beginning gymnas- 
tics classes. 
The research was structured to determine whether a 
teaching approach oriented toward movement education and 
problem solving or a teaching approach oriented toward the 
traditional, teacher-directed concept, significantly alters 
the students concept of self as a moving entity. 
Definitions 
For the purpose of this study the following defini- 
tions were accepted: 
Movement Concept.  As defined by Doudlah (72), it is 
that view an individual has of himself as a physically 
mobile entity. 
Movement Education.  A creative and dynamic activity, 
with and without apparatus, in which the individual deals 
objectively with the basic concepts of human movement. 
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Problem-Solving Method.     An  approach  to   the   explora- 
tion of movement in which  students  are  presented with physi- 
cal   tasks which permit freedom of choice as   to  solution. 
Traditional Gymnastics.     A structured activity which 
incorporates  predetermined skill patterns,   in  the  form  of 
stunts  and use of apparatus,   designed   to accomplish specific 
objectives. 
Teacher-Directed Method.     A   teaching method  in which 
the   instructor   is  responsible   for   the explanation and  demon- 
stration of specific   skills and   the  analysis  and correction 
of deviations  from   the predetermined patterns. 
CHAPTER III 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The conceptual triad of self-body-movement is the phi- 
losophical foundation stone on which the discipline of phys- 
ical education is built.  The interaction of these three 
concepts, and its implications for the theoretical structure 
of disciplinary method and content, provides a significant 
and challenging area of research. 
Traditionally gymnastics has been conceived of as pri- 
marily concerned with the biological aspects of man.  Its 
historical claim to inclusion in programs of physical educa- 
tion was based on this tradition,but the new surge of in- 
terest in gymnastics reflects a broader interpretation of 
its worth.  Physical, social, emotional, and intellectual 
involvement in the learning process are the critera now used 
to judge the extent to which a student can benefit from an 
activity,and the newer forms of gymnastics are cognizant of 
the importance of this total involvement of the learner. 
In an effort to investigate one facet of the implica- 
tions of an activity which purports to be concerned with the 
self-body-movement triad, and to determine the possible ef- 
fects of such an activity on the individual's concept of 
self in movement, the literature was reviewed in three major 
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areas.     The areas   studied concerned  teaching methodology, 
gymnastic   subject matter,   and  changing conceptual   implica- 
tions  for   the  self with regard  to a measurable personal 
characteristic  or an operational   intervening variable. 
Teaching  Methods 
Considerable   thought and research have  gone   into   the 
development  or methods   that  structure   the  content   of physi- 
cal education.     These  methods have  evolved  in such a way as 
to fulfill most effectively  the  objectives   claimed by the 
discipline.     Over  the   past  fifty years   the methodology of 
teaching has  been altered,   modified,   and expanded,   for as 
the   content  and  philosophy  of  physical  education  have   changed 
so   too have   the   concepts  of how best  to effect  the   ideas   in- 
herent  in those changes. 
When  the European systems   of gymnastics  dominated  the 
American  educational   scene,   skill patterns were  predeter- 
mined and were   established authoritatively  through explana- 
tion,   demonstration,   and drill.     The   teacner-pupil   interac- 
tion was   one  of command-response.     The  emphasis was   on  the 
end result and was based on  the priority of subject matter 
over  student.     Skill   level  and  predetermined  progressions 
were   structured  in relation  to   the hypothetical  average   of 
the   class.     This   average   imposed common standards,   arbitrar- 
ily  chosen  and  rigidly  enforced,   in   teacher-selected  skills. 
Accuracy and  synchronization were   the   criteria of perfection, 
with  the   instruction being geared  to   the   attainment of  these 
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prerequisites. 
As the content and method of gymnastics were founded 
on known anatomical and physiological data it was deemed 
best to use a teacher-directed method of instruction in spe- 
cific movements for specific effects.  This type or teaching 
method assured the achievement of the greatest physical de- 
velopment in the shortest time.  The emphasis was predomi- 
nantly on the development of strength, endurance, agility, 
flexibility, and coordination, which were solely the phys- 
ical aspects of the student.  It was assumed that gymnastics 
could alter both structure and organic function. 
The very nature of formal gymnastics dictated the 
classification and standardization 01 content and metnod. 
Bukh defined gymnastics as a "formalized group activity" 
(12:20) demanding a set method of presentation.  He warned 
of the complications inherent in establishing a fixed rhythm 
for exercises, pointing out that individuals work most ef- 
fectively at their own natural pace.  However%he deemed it 
best to have the class conform to a cadence adjusted to suit 
the average in ability in order to expedite the presentation 
and execution of the material.  In keeping with other propo- 
nents of gymnastics in that era Bukh favored the use of 
voice signals which were a shortened description of the ex- 
ercise, followed by a pause, followed by the executive word, 
e.g. "Quick heel raising and deep knee bending - begin!" 
(12:59)  Skarstrom also advocated the authoritative approach 
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and stated that "...elements must be sharply defined in every 
detail, such as plane or direction, kind, extent and speed 
of movement; the parts of the body involved; the exact rela- 
tion of these parts in the position reached by the movement; 
relative length of time spent in the movement and in holding 
position -  rhythm."   (i+1:5) 
Gymnastics enjoyed great favor   in  the  early part of 
the   twentietn century but,   with the gradual  introduction in 
the   1920's   of physical  education  programs   based more   on 
sports  ana recreation activities,   a controversy arose  over 
methods   of   teaching.     There was growing opposition   to   the 
autocratic  and militaristic  "day's  order".     Although it was 
felt  that   the  teacher should still  direct   the   instruction, 
more  emphasis was accorded   the  broader educative effects  of 
the activity on  the   student.     The   so-called  "new physical 
education"   ana   informal  methodology with  regard   to   the  activ- 
ity interests  of physical  education reflected an application 
of   the   current pragmatic  philosophy and psychological re- 
search  in  learning   theory. 
Hetherington (21) ana V.'ooa (1J4) both championed the 
new concept of physical education, claiming that it was a 
medium through which the totality of the individual was de- 
veloped. The focus was on teaching the game or skill most 
effectively and on developing the stuaent's motor ability. 
The assumption was that the new physical education contri- 
buted more   to  the  individual   student's   total  growth  than had 
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the previous system.  The method used, though no longer 
command-response, was nevertheless teacher-directed. 
Williams advocated the techniques of explanation, demonstra- 
tion, and drill as had been used previously when he suggested: 
...the teacher should say: "Let me show you how 
to do that; now watch me carefully. The ball must 
be held so; stand this way; the arms swing so; the 
follow-through is done by doing so and so. Now try 
it. That's it. Do it again. Good. Now practice 
that for a while." (I4.3:29) 
This teacher-directed method is still prevalent in 
the field today.  However,over the last fifteen years the 
implications of educational research have encouraged experi- 
mentation in techniques such as the group process and prob- 
lem solving.  The textbooks of the late 1%-0's and early 
1950's (1,10,16,26,27) initiated the concept of group dynam- 
ics and propounded the iaea of a stuaent-centered approach 
which would better answer the needs of the individual in a 
democratic society.  It was claimed that "...best learning 
results as the individual brings to bear upon the solutions 
of his problems his total equipment for learning, his human 
ability to think, reflect, judge, perceive, create." (27:62) 
More recently Brown and Cassidy discussed method in 
relation to five essential conditions for the healthy de- 
velopment of the individual. These included provision of 
experiences in which success can be achieved; opportunity 
and respect for individual differences; encouragement and 
approval by the teacher; opportunities for group interac- 
tion; and the implementation of freedom or choice within a 
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problem solving structure. (9:112)  Within such a framework 
they suggested that students would best be helped in the 
"...development of a concept of self, particularly of self 
in movement, through movement." (9:128) 
The role of the teacher in the process of problem 
solving is one of presenting new experiences which will add 
to the learner's previous knowledge ana which will encourage 
the discovery of relationships which were not obvious be- 
fore.  Through questioning, rather than telling, the teacher 
can guide the students in the sifting of available informa- 
tion, in the analyzing of possible alternatives, and in the 
projecting of probable consequences. (56:27)  It is assumed 
that through this method it will be possible to foster re- 
flective thinking and reasoned action. 
Although comparatively little research has been done 
in physical education with respect to problem solving there 
is much pertinent information on the general techniques and 
their application in the educational literature.  Certain 
essential functions are involved in problem solving and, 
despite some inconsistencies in terminology and sequential 
order of the various phases cited, three basic procedures 
seem constant.  First there must be an analysis of the prob- 
blem; secondly, formulation of a hypothesis on the basis of 
relevant information; and lastly, testing and evaluation of 
the hypothesis. (5,22,55)  Depending on the nature of tne 
problem the behavior induced may range on a continuum from 
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the simple finding of exceptions to the rule to more formal 
and complex reasoning. (55:260) 
Bruner has advocated the problem solving method on 
the basis that "...it is only through the exercise of prob- 
lem solving and the effort of discovery that one learns the 
working heuristic of discovery." (lj.ti:3l)  He conjectured 
that practice in this type of reflective thinking would lead 
to a method of inquiry that could be applied to a variety of 
tasks.  Bigge also suggested that such reflective thinking 
on the part of the student would engender "...an increased 
store of generalized insights related to the subject studied 
and these should be incorporated at the personality level so 
that a permanent change in him occurs." (5534-6) 
Certain limitations associated with problem solving 
methodology were noted by several authors.  The flexibility 
of such a method can be restricted by teachers unskilled in 
the techniques, thereby limiting the opportunity for crea- 
tive and critical thinking by the students. (54,56)  There 
may be negative transfer of learning where the student is 
unable to apply his past experience in terms of a new situa- 
tion. (65)  Concepts of ability may also influence the de- 
gree of difficulty that a student has in finding solutions 
to a problem. (14.6) 
Several studies have been reported which relate meth- 
odology with degree of learning and retention, with varying 
amounts of direction, and with group participation.  Ray (6U] 
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compared two teaching methods with respect to initial learn- 
ing and retention, and the degree of recall or transference 
after one and six weeks.  The two methods compared were a 
traditional approach of direct and detailed instruction in 
which the teacher presented the material, reviewed the es- 
sential points, and demonstrated the solution to several ex- 
amples, and a directed discovery approach in which the pupil 
was called upon to study the material on his own, contem- 
plate leading questions, and make generalizations based on 
the principles discovered in the process. Ray hypothesized 
that there would be no difference in initial learning and 
retention and the experimental results substantiated this 
hypothesis.  However,the "discovery group" showed a signifi- 
cant difference from the "instructed group" in retention after 
a six week period, suggesting that the problem solving pro- 
cess results in a more lasting and perhaps meaningful ex- 
perience. 
Craig (52), in a study comparing directed and undi- 
rected learning experiences, found that the group that had 
relationships and principles pointed out to them was more 
effective in solving problems than the group that had to 
search for the principles involved.  The directed group were 
asked to 3olve the problem through creative application of 
the supplied information while the undirected group were 
given only the correct answer.  The greater effectiveness of 
directing the attention of students to the logical or causal 
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connection between the elements of a problem suggest that 
the discovery process is far from unstructured and that much 
frustrating and fruitless exploration can be avoided by the 
judicious presentation of cogent information in the form of 
leading questions or actual statements of fact. 
Hudgins and Klugman both studied the effects of group 
interaction on the degree of task success and the speed of 
problem solution.  Hudgins (57) concluded from the experi- 
mental results of his study that members of a group solve 
significantly more problems than subjects who work indepen- 
dently.  He did find however that group experience did not 
enhance individual problem solving when the group members 
were later tested individually.  Klugman (60) found that the 
greater number of responses, resulting from group participa- 
tion, increased the time taken to resolve the problem.  He 
concurred with Hudgins that groups solved more problems cor- 
rectly than did individuals. 
It would appear that most of the studies in physical 
education concerning comparisons between problem solving and 
traditional methodology have been conducted with elementary 
school age groups.  Research at the college level has been 
confined to studies concerning the effects of method on 
skill level and attitude in a few selected activities.  Gar- 
land (7I4.) compared the problem solving approach to the tra- 
ditional approach in the teaching of swimming.  The results 
showed no significant difference between the groups taught 
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by the different methods with regard to skill.  However%the 
investigator concluded that problem solving was more suc- 
cessful in the area of motivation and self-direction. 
La Plante (77) was interested in the effects that 
problem solving might have on the attitudes of students to- 
ward an activity and on their skill development.  She con- 
ducted a comparative experiment with the two different 
methods of teaching applied to bowling.  No significant dif- 
ference between the groups tested at the conclusion of the 
study was found but, on the basis of replies to a question- 
naire investigating the personal reactions of students to 
the problem solving method, La Plante concurred with Gar- 
land's conclusions as to the effectiveness of this method in 
stimulating student interest and response.  Smith also con- 
ducted a study related to methodology and bowling. (81) On 
the basis of game averages, scores on the Scott Motor Abili- 
ty Test, and results on a test of bowling knowledge, she com- 
pared the effects of problem solving method on skill, motor 
ability, and understanding of bowling. A significant im- 
provement from initial to final average performance scores 
was evidenced by both groups,and no significant difference 
was found between groups in knowledge.  These studies sug- 
gest that both traditional and problem solving methodology 
are effective in terms of enhancing motor performance and 
acquisition of skill. 
An investigation by Zeigler (Qk),   however, yielded 
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interesting results in terms or the learning of new skills. 
Using the medium of gymnastics, she studied the comparable 
effects of the traditional and problem solving methods to 
determine if one method produced better results in student 
performance.  By the end or the experimental unit both 
groups had experienced all the actions and qualities sought 
within the course objectives.  Two tests were administered 
to determine the level of student performance within a crea- 
tive movement composition and four new stunts.  The composi- 
tion was judged on the basis of both skill ano quality of 
movement, while the new stunts were evaluated on the basis 
ol competitive standards.  Zeigler hypothesized that there 
would be no difference between the groups either in quality 
of movement evidenced or in the ability to master new skill 
patterns. 
She found that in the movement composition created by 
the individual students skill and quality were comparable 
for both groups, but that in the performance of a new stunt 
after only one demonstration the traditional, informal method 
seemed to produce significantly greater ability.  Her con- 
clusions were that quality of movement was not more highly 
developed through the problem solving method of teaching; 
that the ability to perceive and perform the movements nec- 
essary to complete a task was not more evident through prob- 
lem solving; and that informal methodology facilitated the 
mastery of more difficult moves. 
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These research findings in physical education support 
the hypothesis that differences in the effects of methodolo- 
gy may well depend on the type of task used to evaluate such 
effects and on the specific aspect of movement being inves- 
tigated. 
The  constructs   or methodology are  determined   to a 
great extent by the educational   theory of the   day.     The ob- 
jectives  or a   teaching method reflect   the  relative   impor- 
tance  attached  to  the   teacner's   contribution   to  the   learning 
process as  opposed to   the  student's   contribution.     During 
this  century philosophical  examination and psychological re- 
search have  brougnt about a re-evaluation or  the effective- 
ness  or different   teaching methods   in developing a  fully 
functioning man  in a democratic  society. 
Although  the   teacher-directed approach  to activity 
still persists   it has  evolved into a  less   formal and rigid 
presentation of skill patterns,   thereby permitting  the   stu- 
dent   to make minor decisions  as   to quantity and quality or 
performance.     The  problem solving method  seems   to hold great 
promise for   the   future.     Research findings  and empirical 
evidence   suggest  that   tne  discovery of one's movement poten- 
tialities   and limitations   through creative  exploration or 
physical  problems  enhances   the   significance  of  the   learning 
process  for   the   individual.     The   techniques   or  this method 
are   complex   in  comparison   to   tne   structured  simplicity  of 
the  earlier "command"  metnod but   the   benefits  or  sucn a 
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style for both the teacher and the learner encourage its 
adoption. 
Movement Education 
Over the past decade increasing attention has been 
paid to the implications of movement education within the 
field of physical education.  Hampering the understanding of 
this concept and its implications, however, has been the di- 
versity of opinion as to the meaning of the term "movement 
education".  In an effort to clarify this point, definitions 
were proposed at a workshop sponsored by the National Asso- 
ciation for Physical Education of College Women in 195b« 
There it was stated that basic movement was "...movement 
carried on for its own sake, for increased understanding, or 
for awareness of the movement possibilities available to the 
human body." (36:89)  Movement education was defined as 
"...the study of the art of movement through the tuning of 
the body in its training to express, to carry out skills, 
and to be sensitive to what it is doing." (36:89)  The im- 
plications here seem to suggest that basic movement is con- 
ceptually oriented while movement education is task oriented. 
Further complicating the matter was the confusion of 
subject matter content with teaching method.  There has been 
a tendency to equate movement education and movement explo- 
ration.  Halsey and Porter grouped the latter with games, 
dance, and self-testing activities, as one of the general 
forms of physical education (20:1+7), while Barrett thought 
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of it as "A method for teaching movement...." (3:v) 
Although there is still no universally accepted defi- 
nition the basic objectives of this type of activity, move- 
ment education, show a similarity no matter what it is 
termed.  The emphasis has been placed on the value of pre- 
senting the student with a movement problem and giving him 
the opportunity to solve that problem in a manner suited 
both to his ability and to his rate of learning.  Some of 
the potential benefits claimed from such experiences are: 
1. Development of skill in and knowledge of movement. 
2. Development of creative potential. 
3. Satisfaction of the need for success. 
l±.     Opportunity to progress at the student's own rate. 
5. Opportunity to be a contributing member of a 
group. 
6. Development of selr-direction. (70) 
The place of movement education in the total program 
of physical education is, as yet, not clear.  In the recent 
literature there appears to be no definite trend to include 
or exclude this experience in the physical education curri- 
culum.  The movement education approach has been suggested 
as an excellent metnod or implementing the programs at the 
elementary school level.  Barrett (3) has advocated a pro- 
gram for young children based on "educational gymnastics". 
This term is used widely in Britain where it denotes the 
movement exploration approach to management and control of 
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the body in relation to apparatus and other persons. 
Tillotson (69) has pointed out the need to explore also in 
tag and game-like activities.  Halsey (19) has cited exam- 
ples of programs at elementary, high school, and college 
level which incorporate the concepts of movement education, 
and both Halverson (75) and Broer (7) have suggested that 
increased attention needs to be given to providing explora- 
tion of the basic movement skills in a variety of circum- 
stances . 
From the literature the greatest development in move- 
ment education seems to have been through educational gymnas- 
tics as it is taught in Britain.  There the emphasis in the 
gymnastics programs for girls has shifted from instruction 
in set exercises and apparatus skills to a movement explora- 
tion approach to floor and apparatus work.  "Acquisition of 
skill is not an end in itself but the means by which children 
can experience and understand movement...." (31:xi)  The 
British system stresses that rather than achieving gymnas- 
tic aims specifically, as was the objective before, the hope 
now is that the skill aims of gymnastics will be achieved 
incidentally, in conjunction with broader educational objec- 
tives. 
According to Mauldon and Layson educational gymnastics 
serves a twofold purpose: 
1. to develop efficient and skilled use of the 
body. 
2. to stimulate an understanding and appreciation 
of objective movement, and an ability to in- 
vent and select appropriate actions. (31:zii) 
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The challenges presented to the student are not in 
the form of competition but rather such that each individual 
may succeed at his own level.  The only competitive element 
is in the inherent challenge to the student to improve in 
relation to his starting point and ability, "...it is a sal- 
utary and exacting discipline to have to quell and control a 
competitive attitude and work solely for the sake of skill 
instead of striving to be first or best." (33:9)  Progres- 
sions in educational gymnastics are based on the response to 
each task and the emphasis is on the value of the learning 
process more than on the specific skills attained. 
Although its advocates claim that movement education 
fulfills all the major educational objectives, little exper- 
imental research has been conducted to substantiate their 
claims.  As a result there have been certain criticisms of 
the almost universal utilization of this type of program for 
girls in British physical education.  Munrow has pointed out 
the dangers of a system where "...the old heresy becomes the 
new orthodoxy...freedom becomes compulsory," (35:67) and has 
observed that, in gymnastics, freedom of movement has certain 
inherent disadvantages, in terms of inappropriate or extra- 
neous movement in the achievement of the desired result. 
Randall and Waine (38) have cautioned against claiming a 
high degree of transfer from the field of movement education 
to activities other than dance.  They suggested that "...the 
major contribution of basic movement to the field of skills 
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learning  is   that  it provides  for a standard terminology." 
(38:13)     Reacting  to  such criticism Randall  stated  that 
"...movement  gymnastics  are not regarded as  an open  sesame 
to all  skills,   except in so far as   the  first requisite  for 
all skill  learning is a readily coordinated,   lithe,   controlled 
body."   (37:78) 
Two  of  the major concerns  of many physical educators 
with regard  to  the  problems  related to skill are   the possi- 
bility of lower  standards when catering  to   the whole range 
of abilities   in a class,   and   the  fact   that   there   seems  to be 
a point beyond which   this   type  of work  is   incapable   of de- 
velopment.     In answer  to  these concerns Mauldon and Layson 
claimed   that as  no common standards  are   imposed  it   is  the   teach- 
er's  obligation  to challenge  each  individual at his   own  level. 
(31:xiv)     They suggest  that  the  limitations   to  the  development 
of movement education have been based in  the  teacher's  lack 
of understanding of  the   possibilities  of   the  material and 
not  in  the  material   itself.   (31:xiv) 
Gymnastics 
Gymnastics, as an activity in the school programs of 
physical education, has had a pendulum-like history. Prom 
the dominant position held by the Swedish system originated 
by Per Ling, at the turn of the century, it has endured the 
doldrums of disrepute with the emergence of the "new physi- 
cal education" in the 1920's and 1930's and then has gradu- 
ally reasserted  its   place   in  the   total program predominantly 
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through the recent emphasis on physical fitness and through 
renewed interest created by widely publicized international 
competition. 
Throughout this swing of emphasis gymnastics has 
ranged from the anatomically and physiologically based exer- 
cises of the Ling system, through the more rhythmical forms 
advocated by Knudsen (28), Bukh (12), and Bjerksten (6), 
continuing through the natural flowing movements of the 
Carlquist (13) method, to the competitive Olympic-type gym- 
nastics popular today and the movement education approach to 
apparatus work.  The objectives have changed from purely 
physical or remedial ones to much broader educational aims 
encompassing the physical, psychological, and social devel- 
opment of the student.  Similarly the methods of instruction 
have run the gamut from command-response to problem solving. 
The current trend in physical education programs is 
to teach gymnastics as a competitive sport.  Hughes (23) ad- 
vocated this concept of gymnastics on the rationale that most 
other physical activities involve competition and that com- 
petitive gymnastics would thereby complement the American 
way of life.  The Olympic events are favored and students 
are taught competitive apparatus skills and routines which 
are governed by specific rules.  Evaluation procedures are 
based on point values allocated to each stunt depending on 
its difficulty, and the competitor is rated on the excel- 
lence of the performance according to the difficulty of the 
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combinations. (17) A list of errors commonly noted is es- 
tablished and a performer is penalized correspondingly.  The 
importance of objective rating is stressed by most authori- 
ties, although Bayley suggested that gymnastics in the scnools 
should develop initiative and creativity and he favored judg- 
ing original routines composed by tne students on the subjec- 
tive basis of continuity, form, and ease of execution. (1+ s31) 
There are required routines involving specific moves 
on each piece of equipment in competitive gymnastics.  There 
are also optional routines in which the competitor may com- 
bine a series of prescribed stunts in his own way.  For wom- 
en the major events are floor exercises, side-horse vault, 
balance beam, and uneven parallel bars.  In high school com- 
petition, tumbling and trampoline may also be included. 
These events are designed to include the elements of skill, 
grace, and rhythm rather than stress the need for and devel- 
opment of strength. 
Gymnastics, as it is now conceived, can be a vital 
part of the physical education program.  As an activity that 
deals with strength, agility, coordination, and grace it has 
the potential to enhance both the practical and the aesthetic 
aspects of human movement.  The emphasis on the incorporation 
of sequences of movements into routines both in floor exer- 
cises and on apparatus has added a new creative dimension to 
an activity that was once overly stereotyped.  Competition 
is an important part of any physical education program and 
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in gymnastics the individual has an opportunity to pit him- 
self against his own past level of performance, against the 
restrictions of apparatus, and against an opponent. 
Concept 
The  possible   interaction of movement  and conceptual 
ideas  has been the subject  of considerable  speculation 
amongst psychologists and educators.     The   implications  of 
such reciprocity for physical education are vast%but  it has 
only been in  the   last few years   that  physical  educators 
themselves  have  conducted research into   the relationship of 
activity  to   concepts   of  self,   body-image,   and movement. 
Outside   or  the  discipline   or  physical  education   there   has 
been a persistent  interest  in the relevance   of psychological 
constructs   to educational   theory,   as  evidenced by Wylie's 
compendium of research on self-concept.   (\\S) 
Jersild defined self as   "...a composite   of  thoughts 
and  feelings   which  constitute   a  person's   awareness   of his 
individual  existence,   his  conception of who and what he   is." 
(24:9)     He  postulated  that experiences   in which there   is 
self-involvement may make a difference   in   the   total psychol- 
ogy  of   the   individual.      His   research  indicated   that   a  stu- 
dent's   idea  of his  performance   in physical  activities played 
an important part in his   total   self-evaluation.   (25:7b1) 
Prom   the   literature  it would seem  that not  only may 
self-concept  be   influenced by  levels  of performance  but   that 
performance   itself may be reciprocally affected by  the 
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individual's  concept or himself  as  a moving entity.     The  per- 
ceptual  approach   to behavior  as   cited by Combs  and Snygg 
(li4_)   leads   to   the  hypothesis   that a  student's  concept of his 
ability can be a   limiting factor  in determining his   capacity 
to  learn. 
In a study  investigating   the role   of self-concept in 
achievement,   Roth   (65)  concluded that  individuals  have  a 
commitment   to achieve   in   terms  of their conception of self. 
The   implication was   that   stuaents make  a conscious  choice  of 
behavior  in a  task-oriented  situation,   their choice  being 
based on their self-concept  of ability.     The  possibility of 
altering this  conception was   investigated by Staines. (68) 
He   demonstrated that  people   significant   to   the  student can 
influence   the   latter's  self-concept favorably by creating an 
atmosphere   of greater psychological  security and by evaluat- 
ing his   ability positively. 
The  role  of attitudes   and feelings  concerning  the 
body   in structuring  the  behavioral and personality patterns 
of an   individual  has   been discussed by several   investigators. 
The   idea  of a body schema or visual perception of   the body 
configurations  and boundaries   as being   the  basis   for the 
conceptual body  image has been suggested by Schilder.     "The 
body schema  is   the   tri-dimensional  image  everybody has about 
himself."   (i+Urll)     Fisher and Cleveland,   in  their   investiga- 
tion of body image boundaries,   pointed out   the   significance 
of   the body,   and  the   individual's  concept  of his  physical 
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limits, in personality manifestations,  "...in many ways the 
body is experienced as an approximate replica of some of the 
basic internalized systems which constitute the 'I1 or 
'self'." (18:35D 
An  individual's body is   the  one  area   in his   ex- 
periential  field which uniquely belongs   to him ana 
is   the  corporeal representation of his  "base   of op- 
erations"   in  the world.     His  concept  of  this base  of 
operations  must necessarily be   significant  in   influ- 
encing how he   conducts  himself.   (18 :3i+5) 
Irrespective  of  definition  there   seems   to be  a gener- 
al concensus  of opinion as   to  the   importance   of body  image 
in  the   individual's   total  concept of self. 
Zion conducted a study   to determine  certain facets  of 
this  relationship ana,   on  the  basis   of her results,   con- 
cluaed  that boay and sell' concepts were  closely allied.   (?l) 
In  the   comparison of attitudes  regarding movement,   including 
physical qualities  depicting  the manner  or style   or body 
movement,   there was  a  significantly high negative  correla- 
tion between body-acceptance  ana self-acceptance   suggesting 
that self-acceptance   is  strongly influencea by conceptuali- 
zation of boay meaning.     It may well  be   that boay-acceptance 
in personality attributes   is  a rationalizing equalizer when 
boay-acceptance   is poor,   or   the   inverse   of such a proposition. 
McBee   investigated  the   interrelationship of security 
of boay image  perceptions,   movement,   ana   their significance 
as   a means  of conceptualizing  the  self.   (79)     She  founa a 
positive   correlation between high boay  image  security ana 
favorable  concept of movement.     Elbaum conauctea a  stuay to 
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determine   if body image was positively related to motor 
skill  development  in young children.   (73)     Through the use 
of  the Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor Development  Scale  and the 
Draw-a-Person test  of body image  she concluded that a com- 
plete  body image was positively related to motor  skill and 
suggested  that physical education  take   this   conceptual as- 
pect   of  the  body  into account   in  the  structuring of programs 
suitable   for   the   elementary grades. 
Using   the  Fisher and Cleveland Body   Image   Test,   based 
on percepts   of body regions,   Mathes   (75)   investigated   the 
relationship  of certain aspects of body image  to motor edu- 
cability.     Although her results were  not  statistically con- 
clusive   they prompted her not   to reject completely  the pos- 
sibility of body  image  affecting skill,   style of  performance, 
or attitude   toward activity.     Herod  (76)   reviewed  the   liter- 
ature  on body image and suggested that   the   two major   impli- 
cations   for physical education were   the  inclusion of a vari- 
ety of sensory motor experiences   in  the  scnool program,   and 
the  use   of counselling  to aid in the  development of a  secure 
image. 
Movement concept specifically was investigated by 
Nation. (80) Her purpose was to compare groups enrolled in 
a variety of activities and observe any differences between 
the students' movement concept prior to their first experi- 
ence and at the completion of five weeks of instruction and 
activity.  Defining movement concept as the view the student 
had of herse If as a physically mobile entity, she found no 
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difference in movement concept amongst the groups after five 
weeks. However,there was an improvement in movement concept 
in two out of the three groups from their original testing. 
She concluded that certain special types of activity could 
account for the changes and also that the students enrolling 
in these activities might significantly differ in their ini- 
tial concept  of  themselves   in movement. 
A  comprehensive  study of the   link between  self-concept^ 
body-image,   movement-concept,   and motor performance  was   con- 
ducted by Doudlah.   (72)     Prom her results  she  deduced  that 
there  seemed to be  little  relationship between an individu- 
al's  concept  of self and concept of self as   a moving entity. 
However,there was  a correlation between self-concept and body- 
image,   and between body-image   and movement-concept,     "...the 
subjects may see   themselves  as   individuals with a  self and a 
body and with a body  that moves but   they do not see   a rela- 
tionship between self and movement."   (72:30) 
Psychological   theory,   substantiated by research find- 
ings,   would  seem to point   to an interrelationship of move- 
ment and personality.     The behavioral  significance   of  the 
total  concept  of self,   including  the  dimensions   of body   im- 
age  and movement  concept,   and   the  effects   of varied experi- 
ential  situations  on  it,   suggest   tnat much can be   done   in 
physical education programs   to help   the  student develop and 
accept his   own physical  image  rather   than have  an  imposed, 




"Teaching physical education is a road toward crea- 
tive physical responses, toward enhancement of self concept 
in a changing environment, and toward clearer use of the 
thinking abilities." (3l4_:xiii)  The conceptual triad of 
self-body-movement which undergirds physical education theo- 
ry and philosophy may well reach new dimensions if the psy- 
chological overtones of the opinions and research evidenced 
in the literature are recognized and put into effect. 
Methodology is becoming more flexible, more innovative, more 
challenging.  Subject matter is being evaluated in terms of 
its total contribution to education and its individual sig- 
nificance to the student.  The student's role and the teach- 
er's responsibilities within the learning process are being 
redefined. 
The distant but visible perspective of the melding of 
skill acquisition and personality development into one road, 
stretching beyond the limits of our immediate vision, is a 
stimulating and challenging focus for the discipline of 
physical education. 
CHAPTER   IV 
PROCEDURES 
Purpose  of   the  Study 
It was   the purpose   of  this  study  to  investigate   the 
effect  of  the movement education approach ana the   tradition- 
ally oriented approach to   teaching gymnastics,   on  the move- 
ment concept  of college women. 
Selection of Q-sort Technique 
The Q-sort  technique,   as  described by Stephenson   (1+2), 
was used as  a   tool  to determine   the movement concept  of stu- 
dents   enrolled in the  experimental gymnastics   classes.     This 
technique  eliminated the  variable  of  the   investigator's   sub- 
jective  evaluation of  the   test  items  and permitted  the   sub- 
ject   to make her own personal   interpretation of each state- 
ment. 
Q-sort methodology involves   the   sorting of a  set of 
statements   typed on cards   on the basis   of how well  each 
statement represents   the   subject's concept  of herself.     Such 
a  procedure   yields a clear measure  of   the   discrepancy between 
the  self and   the  iaeal-self sort and simplifies   the   statisti- 
cal correlation  technique. 
In   this  study seventy-five Movement Concept  state- 
ments,   as   devised by Doudlah   (72),  were  used for Q-sorting. 
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A copy  of the  statements appears   in Appendix A.     The   subjecte 
were asked  to arrange   the   cards   on a nine-point  scale which 
approximated a normal distribution.     The   scale was  set up 
with the left-hand side   labeled "least like"  and  the right- 
hand side   labeled "most  like".     A predetermined number of 
statements had to be  sorted into each unit of the scale  ac- 
cording  to   the   degree   to which they delineated   the  subject's 
concept  of self and ideal-self. 
The distribution of statements on  the nine-point 
scale  was  as  follows: 










(number of statements)  (17) 
As a result of the imposed distribution of the state- 
ments, based on the normal curve, the subject was required 
to place the two statements which she thought were least rep- 
resentative of her in column one.  The two statements which 
she considered most like her had to be placed in column 
nine.  The other statements were similarly differentiated 
and placed on a continuum from "least like" to "most like". 
Since it was the concern of this study to investigate 
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how the  subject actually perceived herself in a movement 
situation and how she would ideally like   to be as  a moving 
person,   the   subject was   instructed   to arrange   the   cards   in 
two separate  sorts.     The  subject's   first  distribution was 
sorted from the  point  of view of how  she  saw herself at  that 
exact  moment  in   time,   and  constituted   the  SELF SORT.     The 
same  procedure was   followed in   the  second sorting but  this 
time   the subject sorted   the  statements  from  the  point  of 
view of how she would ideally like   to be.     This   second sort 
represented   the   IDEAL SORT. 
Statements   were   typed  and  mimeographed  on  biology 
filler paper and cut  to   the   size   of  one  and one-half  inches 
by two and one-half  inches.     Each card was  numbered  to match 
the   corresponding  number  on   the   master   list   of  statements. 
Column  headings,   one   through nine,   were   also   typed  and mime- 
ographed,   the number  of statements   to be  arranged within 
each column being printed in parentheses  below each numeral. 
To   facilitate   recording  and   scoring   two  answer 
sheets,   white paper  for   the  SELF SORT and yellow paper for 
the   IDEAL SORT,   were used.     These  answer sheets  replicated 
the   columns   formed by the normal distribution of  the   state- 
ments.     An  instruction sheet explaining   the   testing proce- 
dure was  provided for each subject.     A  copy of  the   instruc- 
tion sheet  appears   in Appendix  B. 
Selection   of Subjects 
The   purpose   of   this   study was   to   investigate   the  effects 
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of two different  teaching approaches   to gymnastics   on  the 
movement concept  of  college women enrolled  in beginning gym- 
nastics   classes.      It  was  necessary,   therefore,    to   select   the 
subjects  for  the experiment on the  basis or  their enrollment 
in classes  which were   structured by  the methodological com- 
mitment of   the  instructors   scheduled  to   teach   those  classes. 
Only one  of  the  instructors was  experienced in  the movement 
education approach to gymnastics  and   the  other   instructor 
was  selected on the basis  of comparable   knowledge   of ana ex- 
perience   in   the   traditional  concept of gymnastics.     Each ex- 
perimental   class was   taught by one  of   these   instructors. 
Although this   introduced  the variable  of  the   teach- 
er's  personality ana its   influence   on  the   class,   the   inves- 
tigator   considered   that   each   instructor's   commitment   to  her 
own particular  teaching method was more  pertinent   to   the 
study   than   the   stabilization of  teacher personality  through 
having one  person  teach both classes. 
An  attempt was made   to select  physical  education 
classes  at   the  University of Nortn Carolina at Greensboro 
which met   at approximately  the  same   time   of day and which 
had approximately the   same   enrollment.     There  were   twenty- 
nine   subjects   in   the   traditionally oriented class which met 
on Mondays   ana Wednesdays   from  one   o'clock until   two   o'clock 
p.m.      There  were   twenty-six  subjects   in   the  movement  educa- 
tion oriented class  wnicn met  on Monaays  ana Weanesaays   from 
three  o'clock until  four  o'clock p.m.     Students   in tnese 
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classes were freshmen and sophomore women.  In addition, one 
male student was enrolled in the traditionally oriented 
class. 
During the first scheduled meeting of each class the 
subjects were informed that the general purpose of the study 
was to investigate stuaent attitudes in relation to physical 
activity.  The Q-sort technique for measuring movement con- 
cept was briefly explained and it was emphasized that tne 
results would be interpreted in terms of group trends ana 
not individual fluctuations.  The subjects were assured that 
all inl/ormation would be strictly confidential and that 
their class grade would in no way be influenced by their re- 
sponses to the statements. 
Administration of Tests 
The second scheduled class meeting was used to admin- 
ister the initial Movement Concept Test.  Two rooms in 
Rosenthal Gymnasium had been prepared in advance with test- 
ing materials so distributed to give each subject ample 
space in which to manipulate the cards.  At each table there 
were : 
1. An instruction sheet 
2. A set of statements and column headings 
3. A white SELF SORT answer sheet 
I4.. A yellow IDEAL SORT answer sheet 
5. A pencil 
To avoid conflict with classes scheduled before or 
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after   the   teat administration the   subjects  had been   told  to 
select,   on arrival,   any table  and begin  the   test as   soon as 
they had read  the   instruction sheet.     The   investigator was 
available   to  answer  any questions. 
The   subjects   first arranged  the  designated number of 
statement     cards below each column heading from  the  point  of 
view of how   they saw  themselves  at   that  exact moment   in  time. 
When  the  SELF  SORT was   completed   the   identifying  numbers   on 
tne   statement   cards  were  recorded  by  the   subjects   under   the 
appropriate   column on  tne white  answer  sheet. 
Following  the SELF SORT   the   subjects   repeated   the 
same procedure   for   the   IDEAL SORT.     Statements were   sorted 
this   time from  the  point of view of how   the   subjects would 
ideally   like   to  be.     The  yellow  answer   sheet  was   U3ed  for 
recording   the   IDEAL SORT. 
All   subjects   in  both  classes  were   present  for   the 
initial   teat administration and  the   testing was  completed 
within the   class  period. 
At   the   completion of eleven weeks  of activity and in- 
struction within  the  two experimental  classes,   subjects were 
scheduled  for   the  second and final   test administration. 
This was   conducted  during   the   twenty-fourth scheduled class 
meeting for both classes  and  the  procedures   for Q-sorting 
were  the  same   as  for   the   initial   test. 
Only  twenty-four subjects   in each class   completed 
the second   test.     The   five  students  dropped  from the 
traditionally oriented class   included four women who had 
withdrawn  from the   course or had been medically excused;   and 
the male  student.     Two students   in the movement education 
oriented class were  excused because of illness which pre- 
vented  them from participating  in both  the  skills  proficien- 
cy  test and  the   final Movement  Concept Test. 
Scoring of   the Q-sort 
Because   of   the   forced  distribution  requirement   of  Q- 
sort methodology,   a nomograph as  described by Cohen   (50: 
138-9)  may be used   to determine   the  correlation coefficients 
between   the   SELF  SORT and   the   IDEAL-SELF  SORT.      Doudlah   (?2) 
constructed a nomograph based on a nine-point scale  of 
seventy-five  statements.     This nomograph was used  to deter- 
mine   the  correlation coefficients   in  this   study.     A  copy of 
the  nomograph appears  in Appendix  I. 
In recording the   score for each individual  subject on 
each  test   the   investigator used the  following procedure. 
The SELF and IDEAL-SELF SORTS for each  test were  recorded on 
the  same   score   sheet.    Results  of the  SELF SORT were recorded 
in green using  the   letter "S"  and  the   IDEAL-SELF SORT was 
recorded in red using the  letter "I".     The  difference  be- 
tween   the  SELF  and   the   IDEAL-SELF  score   for  each  of   the 
seventy-five   statements  was  determined and recorded on   the 
score   sheet  in  the  column headed "D".     This discrepancy 
2 
score was   then squared,   recorded in the   "D "  column,   and 
summed. 
2 
For any sum of D from 0 to K the nomograph was en- 
tered from the left at the level of the D sum.  The value 
of "r" was read from the bottom (positive) scale by crossing 
to the diagonal line and dropping down to the lower axis. 
2 
If the sum of D was within the K to 2K range the nomograph 
was entered from the right and tne value of "r" found on the 
top (negative) scale.  These correlation coefficients were 
then treated as scores during tne statistical procedures. 
The discrepancy between the initial SELF SORT and the 
final SELF SORT was recorded in the same way, as was tne 
discrepancy between the IDEAL SORT from the first to tne 
second testing.  Correlation coefficients were determined 
for these scores by use of the nomograph.  A copy of all 
correlation coefficients appears in Appendix G. 
Methods of Instruction 
The objectives ana content of the two experimental 
gymnastics courses were determined jointly by tne two in- 
structors.  A common list of proficiencies and knowledges, 
based on general movement principles, was compiled to act as 
a guide in the construction of course outlines.  This list 
reflected a synthesis of the objectives suggested both by 
the advocates of the traditional approach ana by those who 
favored the problem-solving approach, as found in the 
literature. 
The following objectives, stated in generalities, 
were interpreted by each instructor in terms of activities 
U2 
and understandings pertinent to the teaching methodology. 
No one item had priority. 
1. Kinesthetic  awareness 
2. Flexibility 
3. Strength 
lj..  Control of muscular tension 
5. Coordination 
6. Agility 
7. Ability to move with, or sup- 
port weight of, another person 
8. Ability to utilize concepts of 
space, time, ana flow 
Movement Education Approach.  A series of themes was 
determined for the course.  These included locomotion, bal- 
ance, transference of weight, supporting of weight and coun- 
terbalance, stability, rhythm and continuity, flexion, ex- 
tension, and torsion. The elements of time, weight, space 
and flow were introduced as secondary themes within each 
lesson.  Students worked both on the floor and on the ap- 
paratus, individually and with others, with and without 
small equipment.  A copy of the lesson plans appears in Ap- 
pendix C. 
Movement problems were presented to the students with 
a minimum of direction by the instructor.  The students were 
given the opportunity to find their own solutions to the 
movement problems.  Emphasis was placed on the process of ex- 
ploring the possible solutions, selecting those that were 
effective and efficient, and developing these solutions in 
terms of kinesiological or aesthetic criteria.  Any movement 
pattern that satisfied the criteria of the particular task 
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was acceptable. 
Discussion and analysis of the problem followed the 
initial movement exploration.  Possibilities of eliminating 
or coping with elements which could lead to injury were 
raised by the instructor when the situation demanded.  Ob- 
servation of various student solutions and discussion of 
movement principles involved were included at appropriate 
junctures. 
To ensure the inclusion of all the common objectives 
listed by both instructors, the investigator arranged to 
have the movement education lessons recorded on tape.  The 
problem solving method, by its nature, cannot be rigidly 
structured to follow a predetermined lesson plan.  As there 
are no specific stunts and apparatus skills taught by this 
method, progressions evolve mainly from the individual solu- 
tions to the tasks as set by the teacher.  Such a system de- 
mands a flexibility in the lesson plan which could have re- 
sulted in the omission of certain specific objectives.  By 
recording each lesson and subsequently reviewing the mate- 
rial covered, the instructor was able to structure the prob- 
lems for the next lesson to include any concept which had 
been omitted. 
A microphone ana concave amplifier were attached to 
an extension arm which swivelled around a metal standard. 
This equipment was installed in the balcony or the gymnasium 
and plugged into a magnetic tape recorder.  During the 
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experimental class period a physical education major student 
manipulated the microphone and amplifier on the swivel so 
that the statement of the movement problems and the verbal 
analysis and discussion could be picked up regardless oi" the 
floor position of the instructor or students. 
This procedure also permitted the instructor to eval- 
uate the integrity of her technique in terms of the problem 
solving method.  Because this teaching method does not uti- 
lize a prescribed pattern of instructions the teacher must 
improvise on the basis of student response.  As a result the 
problems may not be presented always in a manner which per- 
mits creative freedom or a variety of solutions.  By record- 
ing the actual statement of the movement tasks it was possi- 
ble for the instructor to assess the faults in the presenta- 
tion and subsequently correct such faults, thus improving 
her technique. 
Students were encouraged to be innovative and demand- 
ing of themselves within the structure of self-directed ac- 
tivity.  Tasks were set which made possible the development 
of skill so that visible progress could be noted in terms of 
body management, ease of transition from one position to the 
next, logical progression within a sequence of movement, and 
appropriate application of mechanical principles discovered 
through movement exploration. 
Traditional Approach.  The course began and ended 
with the administration of tests for pulse rate, arm strengtn, 
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abdominal strength, hip flexibility, and endurance.  Each 
lesson opened with teacher prescribed or student selected 
conditioning exercises, followed by demonstration and ex- 
planation of specific stunts and apparatus skills by the 
teacher.  The exercises were designed to develop strength, 
flexibility, coordination, endurance, and agility.  The 
stunts and apparatus skills were selected on the basis of 
their relevance to the fundamental objectives of the course. 
Safety, and the importance of spotting, was stressed 
from the beginning and specific techniques were demonstrated 
and explained as the occasion arose throughout tne course. 
As each new skill was introduced through teacher demonstra- 
tion the entire class observed the mechanics of both the 
movement sequence ana the spotting technique.  Each student 
then attempted the new skill with cues from the instructor. 
The class was divided into squads for each section of 
apparatus with the instructor either staying at one section 
to assist withspotting or rotating to each section to direct 
the activity. 
Progression was based on the readiness of the majori- 
ty of students to attempt a more difficult stunt or activity 
on the apparatus.  Those students not yet capable of perform- 
ing the more advanced skills were encouraged to continue at 
their own level and improve their form or quality of perform- 
ance.  The squads were periodically rearranged to allow for 
differences on the skill continuum. 
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After the initial teacher demonstration and explana- 
tion of each gymnastic skill students were asked to analyze 
their own difficulties, and solutions to these problems were 
based on the verbal interaction of the instructor and the 
individual student. 
Two tests were administered during the course in 
which each student had to demonstrate proficiency, based on 
the criteria set by the instructor, in a list of stunts and 
apparatus skills delineated by the instructor.  The level of 
proficiency was rated by the teacher on a five-point scale. 
Students were also given the opportunity to devise their own 
routines based on combinations or specific skills taught 
during the previous class meetings. 
A copy of the lesson plans appears in Appendix D. 
Evaluation of Course Objectives 
The investigator had made the basic premise that over 
a period of eleven weeks the two experimental classes would 
achieve similar competencies, in terms of physical skill, 
regardless of teaching approach.  The hypothesis was then 
formulated that any difference i'ound as a result of tne two 
different approaches to gymnastics may be expected to be in 
psychological attitudes rather than in skill patterns. 
To test the initial premise a list of competencies 
which both instructors felt should be achieved by their 
classes was devised and submitted to an independent authori- 
ty.  These competencies were expressed in terms apropos to 
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the  particular  teaching method.     The   tasks were  structured 
to   test concepts   inherent   in the   common objectives  for both 
classes. 
From  the   list six activities were   selected at random 
and a panel  of twelve   judges,   two   to each activity,   rated 
the   skill  of each  student  on a pass-fail   basis.     A  copy of 
the   test appears   in Appendix E. 
The   test was  administered   to both classes   during   the 
twenty-third scheduled class  meeting.     The  subjects were 
given a pack  of six cards.     Each card had a   task   indicated 
and  each   task  was   numbered  one   through  six.      The   tradition- 
ally oriented class were presented with tasks   in the  form of 
specific   stunts  and activities  on  the apparatus.     The move- 
ment education oriented class   were given movement problems 
which  involved  the  same  concepts   as   the   specific   skills. 
Six different   testing  stations were   set up  in the 
gymnasium with two   judges   at each.     The   same   judges  were 
used for  both classes  and   they were   responsible   for   the  same 
testing station for  each class.     Judges  were graduate  physi- 
cal education students.     The   subjects were   instructed  to go 
to any   judge who was   not busy and attempt  the   task  assigned 
at   that  station.     As   there were   several   choices  of movement 
patterns within each task   the   subjects were  asked  to an- 
nounce   their choice  and   then  demonstrate   it.     When a student 
had completed   the   task  the   judge  marked   the  student's  appro- 
priate   card on a  pass-fail basis   and retained  the  card. 
When the subjects had rotated to all six stations and per- 
formed the tasks the test was completed. 
Supplementary Material 
Although the original research design did not include 
a questionnaire on student reaction to teaching methods, the 
investigator felt that pertinent information might be elic- 
ited from an investigation of the subjective opinions of 
students about a method which was new to most of them. 
At the conclusion of the course the movement educa- 
tion oriented class, which had been taught through the prob- 
lem solving method, was asked to react to eight questions 
pertaining to different aspects of the course.  The ques- 
tions were used simply as a guide to structure their 
thoughts and the replies were either in direct response to a 
specific question or in the form of a general statement.  A 
copy of the questions appears in Appendix F. 
Summary 
Q-sort methodology was  used as  a   tool  to measure  the 
change   in movement  concept of college women enrolled in two 
beginning  gymnastics  classes   differentiated as   to   teaching 
approach.     A   test  of movement concept,   as   devised by Doudlah 
(72),   was   administered to   the experimental  classes   at   the 
beginning  ana  at  the  end  of an eleven week  course   in gymnas- 
tics.     The   discrepancy  in   the  scores  between  the  first and 
the   second   testing  was   treated   statistically  to  determine   if 
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any significant change had occurred as  a  result of   the 
method-content variable. 
One  class was   oriented  towards   the   traditional, 
teacher-directed approach  to gymnastics while   the   other was 
oriented  towards  a movement education,   problem solving ap- 
proach. 
A   proficiency  test  was  administered  to  both  classes 
at  the  completion of  the   study to  determine whether   there 
was   any difference between  the classes   in their ability  to 
utilize   concepts presented during the   gymnastics   course. 
The movement education oriented class were   asked  to 
complete   a questionnaire on   their reactions   to the  methodol- 
ogy and content of  their course   in  the hopes   of eliciting 
information about  student  attitudes   to an unfamiliar  teach- 
ing approach. 
CHAPTER  V 
ANALYSIS   OP  DATA 
It was   the purpose   of   this   study   to investigate   the 
difference between   the movement concept  of college women 
prior  to   their first experience   in beginning gymnastics 
classes,   differently oriented as   to  teaching approach,   and 
at  the  completion of eleven weeks   of instruction and activi- 
ty within  the  classes.     The   study was  structured   to deter- 
mine whether a   teaching approach utilizing  the  concept  of 
problem-solving and movement   education or a   teaching approach 
utilizing a   teacher-directed and   traditional gymnastics  con- 
cept  significantly altered   the  students  concept of  self as a 
physically mobile entity. 
Subjects  for  this   study were   forty-eight college 
women enrolled  in  two different gymnastics  classes  offered 
by the Department  of Health,   Physical  Education,   ana Recrea- 
tion of  the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. 
Q-sorts  for movement concept constructed by Doudlah 
(72)  were   completed by each of  the subjects   prior   to   the 
initial period of  instruction  in   the experimental classes. 
The  correlation coefficients  between the self sort and  the 
ideal-self sort were  determined by means  of   the nomograph 
described by Cohen   (50)   and  these  correlation coefficients 
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were treated as individual scores throughout the statistical 
manipulation of the data. 
After   eleven weeks  of activity and instruction the 
subjects were  administered  the  same Movement Concept Test as 
devised by Doudlah   (72),   and correlation coefficients or 
movement  concept  scores were   obtained for   this   second  test- 
ing.     Individual correlation  coefficients,   prior  to and aft- 
er  class   instruction,   for subjects   in both classes  are pre- 
sented   in  Appendix  G. 
A  series  of null hypotheses  were   formulated regarding 
the  differences between classes and  the   differences within 
each class.     A significant difference   at   the   five   percent 
level   of confidence  or below was   considered an acceptable 
standard at which to  reject  the hypotheses. 
The null hypotheses  are  presented here   in  terms   of: 
a. Movement concept  scores  between and within classes 
b. Real-self and  ideal-self scores  between and with- 
in classes 
c. Proficiency test  scores   between classes 
Fisher's   "t"   test  of significance   of  difference be- 
tween uncorrelated means was  used  to  determine   the  differ- 
ence   in movement  concept between  classes   initially and after 
the  second test administration. 
The   first null hypothesis   stated   that: 
There   is no difference at   the beginning of  the course 
in  the movement concept of  subjects   in   two  different 
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gymnastics classes. 
No significant statistical difference was found be- 
tween the mean score of the subjects and the hypothesis was 
accepted as tenable.  Results of these data appear in Table 
I. 
The second null hypothesis stated that: 
At the completion of eleven weeks of activity and in- 
struction there is no difference in the movement concept 
scores of subjects who have been taught through a movement 
education oriented approach and a traditionally oriented ap- 
proach in two different gymnastics classes. 
No statistically significant difference was found be- 
tween the mean scores of the groups at the time of the sec- 
ond testing and the hypothesis was considered tenable.  These 
results appear in Table II. 
Fisher's "t" test of significance of difference between 
correlated means was used to determine the differences between 
movement concept scores on the first and second testing with- 
in the two gymnastics classes which were differently oriented 
as to teaching approach. 
The third null hypothesis stated that: 
There is no difference, with regard to movement con- 
cept scores, from the beginning to the end of an eleven week 
gymnastics course which utilizes the movement education ap- 
proach. 
The hypothesis was found untenable and was rejected 
TABLE   I 
SIGNIFICANCE   OP  DIFFERENCE  BETWEEN  MEANS   OF   INITIAL 
MOVEMENT   CONCEPT  SCORES  FOR  THE   MOVEMENT EDUCATION 
ORIENTED  CLASS  AND  THE  TRADITIONALLY  ORIENTED CLASS 
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Movement  Education 2k .3901+ 
1.1* 
Traditional 2k .5179 
TABLE   II 
SIGNIFICANCE  OF  DIFFERENCE  BETWEEN  MEANS  OF  FINAL 
MOVEMENT  CONCEPT SCORES   FOR  THE   MOVEMENT EDUCATION 
ORIENTED  CLASS  AND THE  TRADITIONALLY  ORIENTED CLASS 




Movement Education 2k •1+91+1 
.52 
Traditional 2k .5396 
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at the five percent level or confidence. Results of these 
data appear in Table III. 
The fourth null hypothesis stated that: 
There is no difference, with regard to movement con- 
cept scores, from the beginning to the end of an eleven week 
gymnastics course which utilizes the traditional approach. 
The hypothesis was considered tenable since no sta- 
tistically significant difference was found between scores 
on the first testing and those on the second testing.  Re- 
sults appear in Table III. 
Fisher's "t" test of significance of difference be- 
tween correlated means was also used to determine the change 
in the real-self sort and in the ideal-self sort between the 
first and second testing for each class.  The real-self and 
ideal-self correlation coefficients or scores were examined 
in relation to a perfect correlation which would indicate no 
change from one test administration to the other. 
The fifth null hypothesis stated tnat: 
There is no difference with regard to cnange of the 
real-self sort, from beginning to end of an eleven week gym- 
nastics course whicn utilizes tne movement education approach. 
The hypothesis was found to be untenable and was re- 
jected at the one percent level of confidence.  Results of 
these data are presented in Table IV. 
The sixth null hypothesis stated that: 
There is no difference with regard to change of the 
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TABLE III 
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE OF MEAN CHANGE IN 
MOVEMENT CONCEPT SCORES FROM INITIAL TO FINAL 
TESTING WITHIN THE MOVEMENT EDUCATION ORIENTED 
CLASS AND THE TRADITIONALLY ORIENTED CLASS 














real-self  sort from beginning   to  end of an eleven week gym- 
nastics  course which utilizes   the  traditional  approach. 
The hypothesis  was  found to be untenable   and was  re- 
jected at  the  one  percent   level   of confidence.     Results  of 
these  data appear   in Table   IV. 
The  seventh null hypothesis   stated  that: 
There   is   no   difference  with  regard  to   change   of   the 
ideal-self sort from  the  beginning  to   the  end  of  an eleven 
week gymnastics  course which utilizes   the  movement education 
approach. 
The hypothesis was  found to be untenable   and was  re- 
jected at  the one  percent   level  or confidence.     Results of 
these   data are  presented  in Table  V. 
The eighth null hypothesis   stated  that: 
There   is no difference with regard  to  change   of ideal- 
self sort  from beginning   to end of an eleven week gymnastics 
course which utilizes   the   traditional  approach. 
The hypothesis was found to be untenable and was re- 
jected at the one percent level of confidence. Results ap- 
pear   in   Table   V. 
Fisher's Mt" test of significance of difference be- 
tween uncorrelated means was used to determine the differ- 
ence  in real-self and   ideal-self change   between classes. 
The  ninth null hypothesis   stated   that: 
There   is no difference with regard  to  change  of real- 
self sort between  gymnastics   classes   taught   through  the 
TABLE  IV 
SIGNIFICANCE  OP DIFFERENCE  OF  MEAN CHANGE   IN  REAL-SELF 
SCORES   AFTER  FINAL  TESTING WHEN  COMPARED  TO  NO  CHANGE, 
WITHIN  THE  MOVEMENT EDUCATION   ORIENTED  CLASS  AND  THE 






Movement  Education 
Tradition 
2k .6581       22.77 
2k .6978       2*4.. li). 
1% 
TABLE  V 
SIGNIFICANCE  OF DIFFERENCE   OF  MEAN  CHANGE  IN   IDEAL-SELF 
SCORES  AFTER  FINAL  TESTING  WHEN  COMPARED TO  NO  CHANGE, 
WITHIN  THE  MOVEMENT  EDUCATION  ORIENTED CLASS  AND THE 
TRADITIONALLY  ORIENTED  CLASS 
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movement  education approach as   compared to   the   traditional 
approach. 
The hypothesis  was   considered  tenable.     No  statisti- 
cally significant  difference was  found in  the amount of 
change   in real-self  sort between classes.     Results  appear in 
Table  VI. 
The   tenth null hypothesis  stated  that: 
There   is no  difference with regard   to change  of  the 
ideal-self   sort between gymnastics   classes   taught  through 
the movement education approach as   compared  to  the   tradi- 
tional approach. 
No  significant  statistical  difference was   found in 
the  amount  of change   in  the   ideal-self sort between classes 
and the  hypothesis  was  accepted as   tenable.     Results  appear 
in Table  VII. 
Fisher's   "t"   test of significance  of difference be- 
tween correlated means was   used to   determine   the   difference 
between   the  real-self and   ideal-self change within each 
class. 
The  eleventh null hypothesis   stated  that: 
There   is no  difference  between  the   change   in the real- 
self and the  change   in  the   ideal-self in a gymnastics  class 
taught   throught   the movement  education approach. 
The  hypothesis was   rejected as untenable  at the   one 
percent   level  of confidence.     Results   appear  in Table VIII. 
The   twelfth null hypothesis   stated  that: 
TABLE VI 
SIGNIFICANCE  OF  DIFFERENCE  BETWEEN  MEANS   OF REAL-SELF 
SCORES  FOR   THE  MOVEMENT  EDUCATION  ORIENTED CLASS  AND 
THE  TRADITIONALLY  ORIENTED CLASS 
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TABLE  VII 
SIGNIFICANCE  OF  DIFFERENCE  BETWEEN MEANS  OF  IDEAL-SELF 
SCORES  FOR  THE  MOVEMENT EDUCATION  ORIENTED  CLASS  AND 
THE  TRADITIONALLY  ORIENTED  CLASS 










There   is  no  difference between  the  change   in the real- 
self and  the  change   in the   ideal-self in a gymnastics  class 
taught  through the   traditional approach. 
No  statistically significant  difference was   found be- 
tween  the  amount  of  change   in  the real-self sort  and the 
amount  of change   in  the  ideal-self sort.     The hypothesis was 
accepted as   tenable.     Results   appear in Table VIII. 
Fisher's  "t"   test  of significance of difference be- 
tween uncorrelated means was  used to determine   the  differ- 
ence   in gymnastics   proficiency  test  scores between classes. 
The   thirteenth null hypothesis   stated that: 
At   the completion of eleven weeks of activity and  in- 
struction  there   is  no difference   in  the  proficiency  test 
scores   of subjects  who have been  taught gymnastics   through 
two different   teaching approaches. 
The hypothesis was considered  tenable.     No statis- 
tically  significant  difference was   found  in the  proficiency 
test scores  between  the classes.     Results   of  these  data are 
presented in Table   IX. 
It should be reemphasized that  the  correlation coef- 
ficients  determined  through  the Q-sort were  treated as indi- 
vidual   scores.     This   involved   taking  license  with  the   integ- 
rity of  the   correlation coefficients but  seemed   justified  in 
terms   of   the   peculiarity  of  the  measurement   index.     Thus,   the 
special   properties   of  correlation  coefficients  were   lost  when 
they were   treated   as  an  assumed  normal   distribution  of  raw 
scores. 
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TABLE  VIII 
SIGNIFICANCE  OP DIFFERENCE  OF  MEAN  CHANGES   BETWEEN 
REAL-SELF AND   IDEAL-SELF WITHIN  THE  MOVEMENT  EDUCATION 
ORIENTED  CLASS  AND  THE TRADITIONALLY  ORIENTED CLASS 
Level 
Class N D "t" of 
Conf. 
Movement Educati on 2k .08i| 3.21 1% 
Traditional 2k .OJ4.2 1.78 
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TABLE IX 
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS OF PROFICIENCY 
TEST SCORES FOR THE MOVEMENT EDUCATION ORIENTED CLASS 
AND THE TRADITIONALLY ORIENTED CLASS AT THE COMPLETION 
OF THE COURSE 









CHAPTER  VI 
INTERPRETATION   OF  DATA 
When considered in relation to eacn other the results 
ol' the statistical procedures showed a trend which may indi- 
cate  certain  directional  patterns. 
This   study was concerned with the effect of a method- 
content variable   on   the movement  concept of women students 
enrolled   in   two gymnastics classes   differently oriented as 
to  teaching approach.     From the   data  this  variable would 
seem  to have   influenced both  the  degree   of change   in total 
movement  concept and the   directional change   in the  real-self 
and  ideal-self components  of movement  concept. 
Fisher's   "t"   test  of  significance   of difference be- 
tween uncorrelated means   showed that   the   classes were  sta- 
tistically equated at  the beginning and at   the end of the 
study,   but   that within each class   there was  a difference   in 
amount of change   in movement concept.     The movement educa- 
tion oriented class  showed a statistically significant 
change   in movement  concept  scores  at   the end of  the course 
while   the   traditionally oriented class  showed no change. 
The   fact   that  the  classes were  alike  in  their move- 
ment   concept   at   the  beginning  of   the   course  might  have   been 
anticipated.     Students   selecting gymnastics   in an elective 
program might be  expected to be similar  in  their  initial 
concept  of   themselves   in movement.     The   type  of activity- 
normally offered  in a course   so  listed could attract stu- 
dents who  did not  differ greatly with regard to movement 
concept. 
The   testing results   indicated that although the  dif- 
ference   in movement concept between the classes was not sta- 
tistically significant  at either   the beginning or  the end of 
the   study,   the   total difference  from beginning  to end be- 
tween   the  movement education oriented class  and the   tradi- 
tionally oriented class  was   large  enough  to be  significant 
at  the five  percent level  of confidence.     This would suggest 
that   in   the movement education oriented class   the   subjects 
saw  themselves  much more  favorably  in terms   of their  ideal- 
self   in movement  at   the   completion of the  course.     The   sub- 
jects   in  the   traditionally oriented class   saw  themselves 
only slightly more   like   their  ideal-self at   the  second  test- 
ing. 
The   fact   that  one group changed significantly more 
than  the other suggests   that  the  controlled variable of 
method-content could be responsible  for  the degree  of re- 
evaluation and  the   direction of change.     To determine whether 
this  variable had  influenced  the movement  concept by chang- 
ing  the real-self component,   the   ideal-self component,   or 
both,   Fisher's  Mt"   test  of  significance   of difference be- 
tween correlated means was   used  to evaluate both groups.     A 
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significant statistical change in botn the real-self and 
ideal-self was found within each class, indicating that 
after eleven weeks of instruction and activity there was a 
difference both in how subjects realistically viewed them- 
selves and in how they ideally wanted to be.  These results 
suggest that participation in either type 01 class may in- 
duce subjects to reevaluate their real-self in relation to 
tneir cnanged iaeal-self. 
However the significant statistical cnange in total 
movement concept within the gymnastics class taught through 
the movement education approach seems to indicate that a 
methodology and course content which stress individual dis- 
covery of solutions to movement problems permit the subject 
to broaden her movement experience, thereby extending her 
knowledge of the skill continuum and giving her more scope 
for change in concept. 
In comparing the mean correlation scores at the time 
of the initial test it may be seen that the traditionally 
oriented class had a narrower discrepancy between real-self 
and ideal-self than did the movement education oriented 
class, although the difference was not statistically signif- 
icant.  This could hint that the subjects in the tradition- 
ally oriented class were more like their ideal self than 
were the movement education oriented class at the beginning 
of the study. 
If the mean correlation scores of the second test are 
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compared it can be  seen that  the  subjects   in the   tradition- 
ally  oriented class   and   those   in  the movement education 
oriented  class demonstrate  a narrowing of  the  discrepancy 
between  the real-self and   the   ideal-self.     From this   it may 
be concluded  that both approaches within the  differently 
oriented gymnastics   classes resulted  in the  maintenance and 
enhancement  of   the  subjects   feeling of adequacy  in a move- 
ment  situation. 
When  the mean difference  between the   first and   the 
second correlation scores   for each class   is examined however 
it may be  observed   that   there   is   a significant statistical 
change within  the  movement education oriented class.     This 
may be   interpreted   to mean that  the  real-self and  ideal-self 
discrepancy within   that  class  narrowed significantly more 
than within   the   traditionally oriented class,   thereby  imply- 
ing   that  the   subjects   in   the  former  class   felt  significantly 
more   satisfied with  the way they moved in relation  to   their 
ideal.     There   is also  the possibility that  the   subjects  as- 
pirations changed and  that they were   satisfied,   consequent- 
ly,   with a more  realistically attainable   ideal. 
The  relevant  data were   considered in terms  of 
difference between  the amount  of change   in the real-self 
and   the   ideal-self.     Both the  real-self and  the   ideal- 
self showed  statistically significant change within each 
class when  looked at in relation  to  a score  of  zero. 
This  would   indicate   that  in comparison to no change 
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there was a difference in both real-self and ideal-self from 
one test to the other. No difference was found however when 
comparing  the amount  of change   in both sorts between classes. 
This may be   taken to   imply  that within both classes 
there was  considerable   fluctuation in   the   subjects concepts 
of the  ideal and where   they rated   themselves   in relation  to 
that   ideal.     Prom  this   it may be  assumed  that both courses 
presented  the  students with situations which caused a marked 
revision  of how   they would like  to move and how closely  they 
approximated  that  ideal. 
In looking at   the mean difference  between  the   two 
sorts   it can be noted  that   the  real-self changed more  than 
the   ideal-self within each class.     To determine   the  statis- 
tical significance   of   this   difference  Fisher's  "t"   test of 
correlated means was   computed for each class   and  the   results 
showed  that   the   difference  between the real-self and  ideal- 
self change  within the movement education oriented class was 
significantly greater  statistically at  the  one percent   level 
of confidence,   than   that within  the   traditionally oriented 
class. 
This  would suggest  that  the method-content variable 
within  the  movement  education oriented class  could have 
caused a  significantly greater  change   in the real-self com- 
ponent  of movement concept   than in  the   ideal-self component. 
Within   the   traditionally oriented class,   however,   the  vari- 
able could have  been responsible  for producing  comparable 
change   in both of   the movement concept components. 
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An examination of the difference between the mean raw 
scores on the proficiency test revealed that the two classes 
were statistically equated, in terms of tested skill patterns, 
at the completion of the study.  These results tend to sup- 
port the basic premise governing the research design that 
the two experimental classes would achieve similar compe- 
tencies regardless of teaching approach. 
Throughout the study the statistical data indicated 
that the movement education oriented class showed a greater 
degree of change between scores and within scores than did 
the traditionally oriented class.  This would seem to indi- 
cate that broad general conclusions could be drawn as to the 
comparable effects of a problem solving, movement education 
structured course and a teacher-directed, traditionally 
structured course on the educative process. 
The more freedom a student is given to discover her 
own movement potential and the more opportunity she is given 
to contribute creatively to a group project, the less she is 
likely to set her goals arbitrarily and the less she is 
prone to judge herself in terms of one predetermined correct 
response.  This may well influence the standards which she 
sets for herself, both ideally and realistically, and lead 
to a feeling of adequacy and satisfaction in movement situa- 
tions. 
The data gathered from the questionnaire administered 
to the movement education class helped to interpret and ex- 
plain the change in the subjects concept of themselves in 
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movement.  The majority of students indicated an involvement, 
both physical and intellectual, which may have substantially 
influenced the degree of concept change.  From the literature 
it has been noted that ego-involvement plays a significant 
role in concept formation and the problem solving, movement 
education approach would seem to foster such involvement. 
Many students expressed satisfaction and a feeling of 
challenge in being given the opportunity to create their own 
movement patterns in response to a physical problem set by 
the teacher. Several mentioned that they had discovered 
that they could do more demanding sequences of movement than 
they had believed themselves capable of performing. 
Partner and group work seemed popular and the chance 
for physical and intellectual interaction with others was a 
facet of the course which elicited many favorable responses. 
The aspects least liked were the work with small ap- 
paratus and the initial individual exploration on the mats. 
Two explanations presented themselves when the responses to 
the questionnaire were examined.  First, the small equipment 
such as balls, hoops, and jump ropes, was reminiscent of 
elementary activities which seemed embarrassing to many of 
the students.  Secondly, the condition of the mats was such 
that the students disliked getting their uniforms dirty and 
creased.  It may well be that the age range of the experi- 
mental subjects affected their view of these facets of the 
course and that younger subjects could have reacted in a 
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different way, 
In conclusion it would appear that the movement edu- 
cation, problem solving approach motivates and challenges 
students.  Success is attainable by everyone and failure is 
more in terms of poor analysis of the problem than in physi- 
cal incompetence.  V'ith the elimination of conformity to 
prescribed learning patterns and predetermined movement 
skills seems to come a greater awareness of each students 
potential range of performance.  This in turn appears to 
affect the concept of what the ideal should be and how an 
individual may relate to that ideal. 
No conclusion can be drawn as to the views of the 
members of the traditional class about teaching method as 
no information was elicited from them with regard to their 
reactions. 
CHAPTER  VII 
SUMMARY AND  CONCLUSIONS 
The  purpose   of  this  study was   to investigate   the  effect 
of a movement education,   problem-solving approach   to  teach- 
ing  gymnastics   as   opposed  to   the   traditional,   teacher-directed 
approach,   on the movement concept of  college women following 
eleven weeks  of  instruction and activity in beginning gym- 
nastics . 
Subjects were forty-eight freshmen and sophomore 
women enrolled   in two beginning gymnastics  classes  at   the 
University  of North Carolina at Greensboro.     Each experimen- 
tal   class was   taught by  a different   instructor experienced 
in and  committed to  her  particular approach.     The   objectives 
of each course  were   similar. 
The   Q-sort   technique was   selected as   the  tool most 
pertinent   to a  study of  the effect  of physical education on 
movement concept.     This   technique  eliminated  the   imposition 
of external  values   and  allowed each subject  to evaluate   the 
statements within her own frame  of reference. 
A   set of seventy-five   statements,   as devised by 
Doudlah   (72)  was used for   testing.     The   initial Q-sorting of 
the movement  concept statements was   completed by  the   subjects 
prior   to   their first instructional  class,   and  the  final 
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testing was  conducted at the completion of eleven weeks  of 
course work.     Individual  correlation coefficients between 
the  self  ana   the   ideal-self for both the  first and  the 
second  testing were   calculated by means  of a nomograph. 
Correlation coefficients between initial and final self 
sorts  and  ideal-self sorts  were  similarly obtained. 
The  data were   treated statistically to determine  if 
there was  a   dii'ference   in movement concept between the 
classes   at  the  beginning and at  the end of  the study,   to de- 
termine   if changes   in movement concept  occurred within the 
two  classes   from the beginning of  the  study to  the  end,   to 
determine  both  the   direction and   the  amount  of change   of the 
self and  the   ideal-self components of movement concept,   and 
to determine   if   there  was   a difference between  the  classes 
in  the  proficiencies  acquired by  the  end of  the  experimental 
period. 
A series of null hypotheses were formulated regarding 
differences between and within classes, and Fisher's "t" 
tests for the significance between both correlated and un- 
correlated means were the statistical methods used for 
treating the data. 
The following results were obtained: 
1. There was no significant statistical difference 
between the classes in movement concept either at the be- 
ginning or at the conclusion of the study. 
2. There was a dii'ference, significant statistically 
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at  the   five   percent level  of confidence,   between  the   initial 
ana  the   final movement  concept  scores  for the movement edu- 
cation oriented class. 
3.      There  was   no   significant  statistical  difference 
between the   initial and the   final movement  concept scores 
for   the   traditionally oriented class. 
if..     There  was  a change,   statistically significant at 
tne   one  percent level of confidence,   in both  the  real-self 
ana the   iaeal-self from beginning  to ena within each class. 
5. There was no  signil'icant statistical difference 
between   the   two classes  in amount  of change   in  tne self ana 
ideal-selr components  of movement  concept  from beginning  to 
end. 
6. There was   a  difference,   statistically significant 
at   the   one  percent   level  of confidence,   between  the   amount 
of change   in  self and  ideal-selr within  the movement educa- 
tion  oriented class. 
7. There was no significant statistical difference 
between the amount of change in self and iaeal-self within 
tne   traditionally oriented class. 
8. There was no significant statistical difference 
between   the  classes   in  the proficiency  test   scores  at  the 
completion of the  study. 
On  the basis   of the   statistical  results   the  following 
conclusions  and  implications were   drawn: 
1.      The  movement   education  approach   to gymnastics 
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results   in a narrowing of   the  discrepancy between  the  self 
and the   ideal-self. 
2. Both  the  movement education approach and  the   tra- 
ditional  approach  to gymnastics  result in the subject's re- 
evaluation of   the   ideal-movement  concept and the  reassess- 
ment  of  the  real-self  in relation  to   the  changed  ideal. 
3. The movement education approach appears   to affect 
the real-self component of movement concept more   than  the 
ideal-self component.     This suggests   that  such an approach 
enhances   a  student's  feelings   of adequacy and satisfaction 
when measured in terms  of her  ideal. 
I4..     The method-content variable   in a  traditionally 
oriented gymnastics  course   and a movement  education oriented 
gymnastics   course  results   in  the  acquisition of similar com- 
petencies  with regard  to  skill patterns  over an eleven week 
period. 
5.     A  concomitant  of  the movement education approach 
seems   to be   the reported satisfaction which students  derive 
from  the   creative process  of problem solving.     The   total   in- 
volvement   of  the  student   seems   to  induce   confidence   in her 
ability   to succeed  in a movement  task. 
Clifton and Smith have   suggested  that  the   concept an 
individual has of himself  in movement  is   strongly related  to 
his ability   to  learn motor 3kills,   and  that  if  that  concept 
can be  changed by some method,   it may encourage  and  promote 
the acquisition of skill.   (14-9)     The movement education 
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approach to gymnastics  appears   to ameliorate a student's 
concept of herself as   a moving human entity and in doing so 
may well  facilitate   the  learning process   in  terms  of physi- 
cal skill patterns. 
Critique  and   Suggestions   for  Further Study 
The   investigator  feels   that   one   of the   inherent prob- 
lems  of utilizing   the  Doudlah Movement Concept  Test   is   the 
fact  that  the   subjects  are   asked  to analyze   their concept of 
themselves   in movement  predominantly in   terms  of structured 
physical  education activities,   including sports,   or situa- 
tions   involving  body mechanics.      If   these  movement   patterns 
are not  included  in  the  experimental  situation  there   is  less 
possibility of a  change  occurring   in  the  subjects  concept of 
tnemselves witn regard   to   that pattern.     Inclusion of 
broader general concepts  or movement may well elicit respon- 
ses which are   indicative  of a more   comprehensive  analysis or 
how a  subject  sees  himself   in a physical situation.     However 
it was  felt   that had  tne   investigator attempted to construct 
a   test for   this particular  study an unintentional bias   in 
favor  of   the  philosophy of one methodology might have been 
manifested. 
Another aspect  of  the  research design which limits 
the  scope   of  this  study is   the   teacher personality variable. 
The decision  to use   two different   instructors rather  than 
have   one   instructor utilize both approaches was based on the 
rationale   that   the   teacher's   experience   in  and  commitment   to 
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one particular approach was more likely to result in a set 
conducive to learning than the contrived situation of one 
teacher attempting to use both approaches without bias.  The 
rapport between instructor and class however was an unpre- 
dictable factor and any difference between the classes in 
the student-teacher relationship may have influenced the de- 
gree of change in movement concept. 
As the subjects for this study were not a random 
sample the data obtained from the study are applicable only 
within the limitations of the research design. 
In view of the implications inferred from this study 
the following aspects of movement concept might warrant fur- 
ther investigation: 
1. A follow up of subjects who have participated in 
a movement education oriented gymnastics class to determine 
whether the effects of that approach on movement concept af- 
fect the attitude towards or the acquisition of skill in 
other activities. 
2. A study of movement concept when groups are 
initially equated in terms of both skill ana movement con- 
cept, with the same instructor teaching both classes. 
3. A study of the effects of other variables such as 
length of instructional unit, motor ability, age range, on 
the movement concept of students in a movement education 
oriented gymnastics class. 
l±.     A study of the relationship between movement 
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concept  and body-image,   or movement concept and self con- 
cept,   in a movement education oriented gymnastics  class. 
5.     A  comparison of  the effects  of a movement educa- 
tion approach on  the  movement concept of subjects   in a be- 
ginning gymnastics  class   and  subjects  in an advanced gym- 
nastics  class. 
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1. I am able to push a heavy object (like a piano) without 
difficulty. 
2. My movements are described as slow. 
3. Hanging by my arms is difficult for me. 
k. I cannot keep up with the class when we do sit-ups. 
5. Pine movements (like typing) are difficult for me. 
6. Modern dance scares me. 
7. I have difficulty getting my arms and legs to work to- 
gether when I swim. 
8. I like to move to music. 
9. I take average size steps when I walk. 
10. I have difficulty with balance when standing on one leg. 
11. I doubt my ability to make baskets when playing basket- 
ball. 
12. I feel discouraged about my physical ability. 
13. I like to do stretching type exercises. 
Ik. I try to get out of physical activity. 
15. I have stiff joints. 
16. Physical activity has always been important to me. 
17. I feel hopeless when playing a game. 
18. I am afraid to swim in deep water. 
19. I fatigue easily. 
20. I judge my physical performance by the best players in 
the class. 
21. I can move as well as anyone. 
22. I feel adequate when playing volleyball. 
23. I really don't move well. 
2k. Sports scare me. 
25. I feel confident about being able to learn new physical 
activities. 
26. I feel embarrassed when doing exercises. 
27. I am able to do heavy physical work. 
26. I prefer doing things with my hands. 
29. I like difficult physical tasks. 
30. Jumping is no problem for me. 
31. Physical fitness is unimportant to me. 
32. I learn physical skills easily. 
33. I throw a ball with accuracy. 
3k. I am able to meet the physical demands of everyday 
living. 
35. I can be described as an energetic person. 
36. I like to do big sweeping movements. 
37. I usually use tne handrail when going down the stairs. 
38. I have difficulty climbing up a rope. 
39. I stumble a lot when walking. 
1 
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14.0. I have no difficulty carrying a wooden chair. 
14.1. I like to do flowing kinds of movements. 
14.2. I have difficulty with exercises which require me to 
move my arms and legs at the same time. 
14.3. I like to swim. 
)|)|. I have fun playing on a team. 
i;5. I like people who are active. 
[(.6. I make strong physical demands on myself. 
I4.7. I feel good when I move. 
lib. I am usually not able to do as well as others on the 
team. 
ij.9. I am physically fit. 
50. I am easily discouraged when learning new movements. 
51. I have difficulty catching large objects. 
52. I can bounce a ball with ease. 
53. I am interested in knowing how I perform physically. 
5J4.. I am really a good player. 
55. I drop things. 
56. I have trouble remembering dance steps. 
57. I feel awkward when carrying large objects. 
56. I perform best when doing small coordinated movements. 
59. I like sports when I play against one other person. 
60. I usually lose at sports. 
61. I bowl with ease. 
62. Controlling the ball in bowling is no problem for me. 
63. I am a good swimmer. 
6I4.. I am afraid of falling. 
65. My movements are inhibited. 
66. I am average in physical skill. 
67. I like to do hard physical work. 
68. I like to be active. 
69. I frequently bump into things. 
70. My movements are brisk and sharp. 
71. I have no difficulty keeping time with the music when I 
dance. ..    . 
72. I feel helpless when faced with a physical task. 
73. I have always been proud of my physical ability. 
7J+. Physical activity bothers me.  I would rather do some- 
thing else. 
75. I am well coordinated. 
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APPENDIX  B 
INSTRUCTION  SHEET 
You have   a packet of 75 statements 
a  packet of  9 numeral  cards 
2 answer sheets,   a White   sheet for  the Self-sort 
a Yellow sheet  for the   Ideal-sort 
Prom  the packet of 75  statements   select  those which are 
LEAST like  you,   from   the  point or view  of how you see your- 
self at   this   exact moment  in  time.     Place   these   in a pile   to 
your LEFT.     Then select   the   statements which are MOST like 
you and   place   these   in a pile  on your RIGHT.     Statements 
which do no fall  directly  into either  category should be 
placed  in a  center pile. 
Place   the numeral  cards,   1   through 9,   as  column head- 
ings.      The   numbers   in parentheses   under   the  main numeral   in- 
dicate  how many statements  are   to be  placed  in  that column. 
You  must  place   the  exact  number  of   statements   in  each  column. 
Statements which are LEAST like you will be placed 
toward the number 1 side. Statements which are MOST like 
you will be   placed   toward   the  number 9 side. 
From pile  on your LEFT select   the   two   (2)   statements 
LEAST like   you and  place   in column 1.     Select  the next five 
(5)   statements  LEAST like  you and place   in column 2,   and so 
on until  columns  1   through k are completed.     Complete  columns 
9   through  6   in   the   same  way  using   the  pile   to  your  RIGHT and 
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selecting   the   statements MOST like you.     All remaining 
statements   should be placed  in column 5» 
When all columns  are  filled with  the correct number 
of statements  record the number printed on each statement on 
the  WHITE answer sheet.     You have now completed  the SELF- 
SORT. 
Repeat  the   same process  for  the   IDEAL-SORT by sorting 
the   statements  from the point of view of how you would 
ideally  like  to be   ana recording   the numbers   on   the YELLOW 
answer  sheet. 
CHECK  THAT YOUR  NAME,   CLASS  AND  THE  DATE  ARE  RECORDED 
AT   THE  TOP  OF EACH ANSWER SHEET. 
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APPENDIX C 
LESSON PLAN OUTLINES 
(MOVEMENT EDUCATION) 
Lesson 1.  Preliminary announcements.  Thesis and first 
written test explained.  Locker assignment. 
Lesson 2.  Administration of Movement Concept Test. 
Lesson 3»  Introduction to small equipment -- jump ropes, 
balls, hoops. 
Task 1. Explore range of movement possibili- 
ties equipment offers (shape, size, stationary, 
moving, etc.) 
Task 2.  Select one piece of equipment, prac- 
tice one activity discovered, be able to repeat. 
Each group demonstrate. 
Movement theme:- locomotion 
Task 3.  Move as fast as possible about gym, 
avoiding obstacles. 
Task l\..     Move anywhere in gym in as many dif- 
ferent ways as possible -- utilize space (direc- 
tion) . 
Verbal analysis:- How did you travel? 
What is going to help give 
elevation from floor? 
What is involved in a bounce? 
Apparatus:- Identification or large apparatus and 
how to move it.  Type of obstacle it presents. 
Review movement insight and speed. 
Lesson 1+.  Review small equipment iaeas -- what can be done 
with ropes, balls, hoops? 
Task 1.  Use one piece of equipment and try one 
idea suggested. 
Movement theme:- same as lesson 3- 
Task 2.  Travel anywhere in gym taking weight 
only on feet. 
Analysis:- What can be varied if weight bearing 
part restricted? 
Task 3.  Same as #2 bringing in suggestions 
from analysis. 
Task ij..  Travel showing variety of take-oiis 
ana landings. 
Task 5.  Select one pattern and vary speed and 
force. ,       ,  . 
Task 6.  Move quickly around obstacles (mats, 
hoops, chairs). .   , ..   . 










move in re 
through, e 
Review mov 
Move quickly in relation to obstacle. 
Is there any difference in movement 
from #7 to #6? Why? 
What relationship between balance and 
motion with obstacles? 
Same as #7 bringing in suggestions 
sis. 
- Arrange in best position with ref- 
use and other pieces of apparatus. 
Select one section as an obstacle and 
lation to it (over, under, on, arouna, 
tc.) 
ement insight and obstacles. 
Lesson 5»  Review small equipment. 
Task 1.  Use equipment ana increase the com- 
plexity of activity (speed, balance, motion, etc.) 
Movement theme:- locomotion, balance, stability. 
Task 2.  Run at top speed, stop as quickly as 
possible on signal. 
Task 3.  Add jump before stop. 
Task k.     Add turn or twist before jump. 
Analysis:- What affects ability to stop? 
Task 5.  Same as #2 experimenting with sugges- 
tions from analysis. 
Task 6.  Move with different take-off and land- 
ing patterns, experiment with factors of balance 
and stability. 
Task 7.  Move by taking weight on different 
parts of the body, stop on signal. 
Task 8. Move from one stable position into 
another maintaining balance. 
Analysis of teacher demonstration of one solution. 
How were positions assumed? 
Is the transition logical? 
How could stability be decreased? 
Task 9.  Make self less stable in three succes- 
sive moves but maintain balance. 
Apparatus:- Review factors of stability and 
balance in relation to apparatus. 
Lesson 6.  Practice small equipment activity. 
Movement theme:- stability and balance. 
Task 1.  Move from stable position of weight 
supported on k  points, through 3,2,1, maintaining 
balance. 
Each half of class demonstrate. 
Analysts:- Can you change relationship of body to 
floor? 
Can you change relationship of body 
parts supporting weight? 
What factors influence ease of transi- 
tion? 
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Task 2.  Practice #1 sequence and be able to 
repeat accurately and with flow. 
Apparatus:- Same as lesson I4.. 
Task 3-  Using apparatus as obstacle, negotiate 
with reference to approach, take-off, and landing. 
Utilize principles of balance and control of 
force. 
Review application of floor work to apparatus. 
Lesson 7»  Practice small equipment activities. 
Task 1.  Attempt two skills (selected by teacher 
from student solutions). 
Task 2.  Increase complexity of activity. 
Movement theme:- transference of weight. 
Task 3.  Transfer weight onto adjacent parts of 
body. 
Analysis:- What types of movement result? 
Task U..     Rock by transferring weight to adja- 
cent parts in number of different ways. 
Task 5.  Move from one rock to next with smooth 
transition. 
Task 6.  Utilizing one rocking position, change 
direction with a twist. 
Task 7.  Move from a rock to standing. 
Analysis:- What are factors involved in achieving 
stand? 
Task 8.  Same as #7 utilizing suggestions from 
analysis. 
Analysis:- What are efficient weight bearing 
parts of body? 
How can you avoid taking weight on 
head in rocking or rolling movement? 
Task 9.  Roll in any direction using any appro- 
priate part of body to receive weight. 
Task 10. Move from rock into roll. 
Task 11. Roll with hands catching weight. 
Task 12. Supporting weight on hands, move feet 
to other spot. 
Task 13. Supporting weight on hands, land on a) 
two feet, b) one foot after other. 
Analysis:- How can principles already discovered 
be related to transference of weight 
onto non-adjacent parts? 
Does position of head influence move- 
ment? 
Task 11;. Support weight on hands and 
a) swing one leg high 
b) swing legs past each other in air 
c) swing legs together at top of swing 
Task 15. Select one pattern and land irora in- 
verted position into roll. 
Analysis:- What dictates direction and speed of 
roll? 
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Assignment:- How many ways can you move from I4. 
point ventral balance to 1+ point dorsal balance 
or vice-versa? 
Lesson 8.  Solutions to assignment. 
Task 1.  Try all solutions with partner, dis- 
cuss where assistance with weight transference is 
needed. 
Movement theme:- Transferring and supporting 
weight. 
Analysis:- What are principles of spotting? 
Task 2.  With partner, compose sequence of k 
movements involving rocking and rolling. 
Analysis:- What different ways can you work with 
partner? 
How can you change speed, direction, 
etc.? 
Apparatus:- Ropes - take weight on arms and uti- 
lize leg patterns used in mat work. 
Boom - travel from one end to otuer 
taking weignt on arms, or arms and legs. 
Box - take weight on hands as you go 
over, roll on mat. 
Uneven bars - move from top bar to 
bottom bar, to mat, taking weight on hands and 
legs. 
Bench - roll along and land on feet 
or hands coming off. 
Springboard  - different   take-offs 
from board into roll  on mat. 
Lesson 9.     Practice partner  sequence. 
Review  safety factors,   quality of movement,   vary- 
ing floor  pattern and speed. 
Analysis:-  What   is  a  "good"  movement? 
What  is an efficient movement? 
What  constitutes   form and style? 
Movement   theme:-   Same  as   lesson 8 
Task   1.      Practice   sequence   for   class   to  observe, 
k  croups   selected,   comments   from  class   on ways   of 
using mats,   floor pattern,   relationship   to partner. 
Task  2.     Relate   observations   to  own  sequence. 
Apparatus:-  Ropes   -  swing,   using leg patterns, 
drop  onto mat and roll. 
Boom   -   same   as   before 
Box   - same  as before 
Uneven bars   -  same  as before 
Bench  -   same  as   before 
Springboard  -   use  board   to   get  maxi- 
mum  height. 
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Lesson 10.  Practice revised partner sequences. 
Movement theme:- transference of weight, flexion 
ana extension. 
Task 1.  Travel transferring weight onto non- 
adjacent parts. 
Task 2. Same, keep body compact. 
Task 3.  Same, keep body extended. 
Task I4..  Taking weight on hands transfer onto 
feet, with body compact. 
Analysis:- Does speed influence movement? 
Does hip position influence movement? 
Can you cnange direction of movement? 
Task 5«  Same as #14., traveling length of gym 
and utilizing analysis. 
Task 6.  Taking weight on hands transfer onto 
feet, with body extended. 
Task 7.  Transfer weight, combining tuck and 
stretch and different take-offs and landings. 
Analysis:- How does head influence balance and 
control in inverted position? 
Task 8.  Same as #7 emphasizing control - may 
utilize support from partner. 
Task 9. Compose sequence with partner involv- 
ing transference of weight onto adjacent and non- 
adjacent parts. 
Apparatus:- Ropes - same as before, attempting to 
get maximum height. 
Box - combine different ways of trans- 
ferring weight to get onto, along, and off onto 
mat. 
Springboard - different take-offs to 
get a) height, b) distance. 
Horse - keeping close to apparatus, 
come off onto hands and into roll. 
Lesson 11.  Practice sequence. 
Movement theme:- same as lesson 10. 
Review flexion and extension, and use of func- 
tional momentum. 
Task 1.  Revise sequence with partner, involv- 
ing at least 6 distinct movements.  Bring in 
body shape, use of space, smooth transitions, 
synchronization. 
Apparatus:- Ropes - run, swing, flight with body 
tucked or stretched. ..,.„«-„ v. 
Box - same, involving tuck ana stretch. 
Springboard - flight, body tucked or 
stretched. , .    .  . . 
Horse - on and off involving stretch, 
tuck, stretch, or vice-versa. 
Review influence of structure of apparatus. 
Emphasize major part of body demonstrating flex- 
ion or extension. 
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Lesson 12.  Practice sequence. 
Movement theme:- same as lesson 10. 
Review stretch and tuck in hands then body. 
Review principles of stability and balance. 
Task 1.  Review partner sequence. Be able to 
repeat. 
Analysis:- What should you do if you overbalance? 
What should your partner do? 
Apparatus:- Ropes - swing, twist in air to swing 
back, building up momentum. 
Box - same as before 
Horse and springboard - take weight 
on hands as you go over horse, body tucked or 
stretched. 
Even parallel bars - get along or 
over involving tuck and stretch. 
Lesson 13.  Practice sequence. 
Individual assistance. 
Analysis of observation techniques. 
Presentation of sequences to class. 
Analysis of sequences. 
Apparatus:- Same as before. 
Task 1.  Develop one solution at each section 
utilizing concepts suggested in analysis of 
sequences. 
Review application to apparatus. 
Lesson llj..  Practice apparatus activities. 
Movement theme:- continuity and flow. 
Review safety factors in relation to momentum, 
balance, and body position. 
Task 1.  Find different ways of getting into 
and out of inverted position or roll. 
Task 2.  How many ways can you get into and 
out of a roll forwards, balance on head and 
hands, balance on hands? 
Task 3.  Go from roll forwards to a) walk, 
b) lump. , ,0 
Analysis:- How can you avoid break m movement? 
Task k.  Go from inverted position on head and 
hands into roll forwards, catch weight on adja- 
Ce?aska5!S*Same as #k but from inverted position 
on hands. 
Analysis of spotting. «..«*««-, on 
Task 6.  Go over from inverted position on 
hands to catch weight on feet -back arched. 
Task 7.  Same, to standing position. 
Analysis:- How should you place tne new base of 
support? . 
What part of body initiates movement 
over? 
Where do you need supportf 
Lesson 15* 
Lesson 16. 
Le s s on 17. 
Lesson 18. 
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Task 8.  Show different ways of supporting re- 
coveries from inverted positions. 
Apparatus:- Ropes - assume inverted position, 
control landing on feet. 
Box - roll along, inverted position 
off. 
Horse ana springboard - go over in 
inverted position. 
Even parallel bars - along or over, 
involving at least one inverted position. 
Review of apparatus work. 
Review different ways of supporting partner's 
weight on apparatus. 
Movement theme:- same as lesson lij.. 
Principles of establishing new base for own 
weight reception. 
Apparatus:- Same sections as lesson Ik- 
Work on continuity, rhythm, control. 
Practice of apparatus activities. 
Task 1.  Combine pieces of apparatus and ar- 
range in combination that allows several possi- 
bilities of movement patterns. 
Review limitations and possibilities suggested 
by structure and arrangement of apparatus. 
Apparatus:- High Boom and Box 
Balance Beam and 2 Benches 
5 Ropes and Mats 
Horse and 2 Rings 
Window Ladders 
Uneven Parallel Bars 
Even Parallel Bars and low Balance Beam 
Task 2.  Compose sequence of movement on appara- 
tus involving transference of weight and use of 
partners.  (groups of 2 or 3) 
Analysis:- Can you approach from different 
angles? . 
Can you change direction on apparatus/ 
Is there a link between different 
people in group? 
Emphasis on control, counterbalance, logic oi 
transitions. 
ratus:- Same as lesson 16, and same task. Appa 
Practice apparatus sequences. 
Individual assistance. ,h 
Review supporting weight on body parts other 
than arms and legs. 
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Task 1.  Select two sections of apparatus and 

















ion of movement patterns with jump ropes 
Turn rope once to every 2 steps 
Turn rope once to every 1 step 
Turn rope twice to every 1 step 
Duplicate patterns demonstrated by 
students. 
:- What variations are possible with 
jump ropes? 
theme:- Supporting weight of another 
Support partner's weight on different 
ts so that she is balanced on you. 
:- How does your stability and size of 
supporting area influence stability 
of partner's balance? 
Task 6.  Move from one partner supporting to 
other, with control - interdependent. 
Apparatus:- Practice sequences. 
Practice jump rope patterns. 
Task 1.  Combine patterns into rhythmical 
sequence. 
Movement theme:- Same as lesson 19. 
Review factors of resilience. 
Apparatus and Mats:- review of partner sequences. 
Alternate between mats and apparatus. 
Review stability, supporting parts, counter- 
balance, static and dynamic positions, speed and 
momentum. 
Practice jump rope sequences. 
Practice 2 turns to 1 jump. 
Apparatus and Mats:- Final practice of routines 
for presentation. 
Individual assistance. 
Explanation of thesis testing - proficiency test 
and Movement Concept Test. 
Run through one apparatus and one mat routine. 
Presentation of sequences. 
Verbal review of material covered to date.:- 
Locomotion 
Stops 
Take-off and landing 
Functional momentum 
Stability and balance 
Logical progressions 
Transference of weight 
Torsion 
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Flexion and extension 
Inverted balance 
Supporting weight of others 
Continuity and flow 
Lesson 23.  Proficiency testing 
Lesson 2b,..     Movement Concept Test administered. 
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APPENDIX D 
LESSON PLAN OUTLINES 
(TRADITIONAL) 
Lesson  1.  Preliminary announcements.  Thesis and its 
first written test explained. 
Lesson 2.  Administration of Movement Concept Test.  Locker 
assignment. 
Lesson  3-  Tests administered, items to be retested at con- 
clusion of course, including: timed pulse rate before 
and after exercise 
timed bent-arm hang 
total steps running in 
place per minute 
maximum number modified 
or regular (1 man in 
class did these) push- 
ups 
maximum number sit-ups 
toe touch flexibility 
test 
Introduction to content of course, explaining 
the apparatus, types of exercises done on each, non- 
apparatus activities to be included, importance of con- 
ditioning.  Each time a new skill is introduced, 
practice of previously learned ones involving the same 
equipment is considered part of that day's conditioning. 
Lesson i+.  Exercises for flexibility, triceps strength, leg 
strength.  Discussion of safety in gymnastics.  Spotting 
philosophy explained, with specific techniques ex- 
plained as they arose throughout the course. 
Taught:  tip-up; forward roll; forward turnover on 
Still Rings. 
Lesson 5.  Exercises for bicep strength, lateral trunk 
flexibility. 
Taught:  traveling on Rings; front support on Horse; 
nest hang on Still Rings. 
Lesson 6.  Conditioning with squat thrusts, jump ropes, 
stride stretches. 
Taught:  stride vault on Buck; elementary rope climbing. 
Lesson  7.  Conditioning with individuals choosing own 
exercises for improvement of flexibility, strength, and 
coordination. 
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Taught:  forward and backward roll combination; "fish- 
flop;" tip-up to headstand. 
Lesson 8.  Exercises:  jump up from kneel position; push- 
ups; sit-ups. 
Taught:  courage vault on Horse; head stand from piked 
and tucked positions; hand stand against wall; 
cartwheel. 
Lesson 9.  Exercises for endurance ana flexibility. 
Review or nest hang, courage vault, and head stands. 
Taught:  front support, swing to side seat, and side 
seat dismount on Parallel Bars; backward 
turnover -to- forward turnover on Still Rings. 
Lesson 10.  5-minute exercise routine developed by each stu- 
dent for conditioning. 
Taught:  courage vault on Buck; back vault on Parallel 
Bars; backward traveling on Parallel Bars. 
Review of Traveling Rings, stride vault on Buck, 3 
types of head stands, and crab walk. 
Lesson 11.  Exercises for abdominal strength, leg strength, 
agility, and coordination. 
Taught:  inverted hang on Still Rings. 
Students attempted several "physical fitness" battery 
items from Time-Life publication, The Healthier Life. 
All apparatus set up, witn opportunity to practice any- 
thing covered to date. 
Lesson 12.  Taught:  front support to forward turnover on 
Uneven Parallel Bars. 
Circuit practice witn five stations, specific events to 
be performed at each.  Groups moved from one to next, 
in order, going through each activity three times, as 
efficiently as possible, each student botn spotting and 
performing.  Stations:  Rings, Parallel Bars, Horse, 
Buck, and Uneven Parallel Bars. 
Lesson 13.  tSxercises for balance, biceps strength, and en- 
durance. 
Taugnt:  3-stage rope climb, changing ropes, and dis- 
mounting; inverted hang using Ropes; nest hang 
on Still Rings, one leg extended; inverted 
hang on Still Rings from both forward and 
backward turnovers. 
Lesson IZ4..  Introduction to Balance Beam.  Practice on lines 
on floor, walking forward and backward, touching one 
knee, reversing knees.  Trial on Low Beam. 
Taught:  front support mount with simple walk down and 
back on High Beam. 
Practice on Traveling Rings, Horse, anu Parallel Bars. 
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Lesson lp.  Exercises same as lesson £10. 
Review ol" stride vault on Buck, inverted hang from back- 
ward turnover on Still Rings; forward turnover on Still 
Rings. 
Taught:  squat vault on Horse; inverted hang on Parallel 
Bars; traveling and face vault on Parallel Bars. 
Lesson 16.  Introduction to Swedish Boom. 
Taught:  scissor and window vaults on Boom; inverted 
hang on Horse; angel and chest balances by 
couples. 
Review of all tumbling skills covered to date. 
Lesson 17.  Class instructed by Nissen-Medart representative. 
Lesson 18.  First half perioa devoted to practice of any- 
thing needing extra work.  Seconu half: administered 
short practical test, including: stride vault on Buck; 
back vault on Parallel Bars; nest hand from backward 
turnover on Still Rings; and courage vault on Horse. 
Lesson 19.  Three minutes of inoividually-selected strenuous 
endurance exercises, using a minimum or four different 
exercises. 
Review:  10" tip-up, rope climb, inverted hang and 
split on Still Rings. 
Taught:  hano stand against wall; hand stand-turnover 
on Parallel Bars. 
Lesson 20.  Tumbling and self-testing skills, including re- 
view of "fisnflop," rolls, V balance, angel and chest 
balances, and forward rolls from head stand and hand 
stand. 
Practice of individual routines on Balance Beam, 
Traveling Rings, and Horse. 
Lesson 21.  Demonstrated routine on Parallel Bars for class 
to practice.  Other practice to include: window and 
scissor vaults on Boom, face vault and traveling on 
Parallel Bars, and Still Rings inverted hangs from 
variety of starting positions. 
Lesson 22.  Instructions given for forthcoming tnesis pro- 
ficiency testing. 
Taught:  squat and flank vaults on Box. 
Open practice on anything in course. 
Lesson 23.  Thesis proficiency testing. 




Movement Education  Class 
1. Balance   self for five   (5)   seconds using some  part of the 
body other   than   the  feet. 
2. Propel   the  body over a  piece   of apparatus. 
3. Transfer weight  from one  body part  to another with con- 
trol and flow. 
l±.     Demonstrate   transition from  extreme  flexion   to extreme 
extension or vice-versa,   utilizing  the   trunk. 
5. Support weight   of another in a balanced position or  in 
spotting. 
6. Demonstrate   one   (1)   movement   pattern  on   three   (3)   of   the 
following:-   uneven  parallel   bars,   ropes,   horse,   balance 
beam,   box,   boom,   even  parallel bars. 
Traditionally  Oriented  Class 
1. Do  a  V-balance,   headstand,   handstand,   knee  balance,   or 
tip-up,   and hold for five   (5)   seconds. 
2. Do  a vault   over any piece  of apparatus. 
3. Do a cartwheel,   fishflop,   forward or backward roll. 
l±. Do a headstand to forward roll, handstand to forward 
roll, forward roll to standing position, or backward 
roll  to handstand. 
5. Do  chest  balance,   angel  balance,   knee-3houlder  balance, 
or back arch balance  support. 
6. Do one   (1)   acceptable  exercise  on  three   (3)   of the 
following:-  uneven  parallel   bars,   ropes,   horse,   balance 




1. Did you think that this course was "different" in ap- 
proach from other physical education courses you have 
taken? 
2. Did Miss  give you enough (or too much) time 
to think through your ideas? 
3. Did you want more specific (or general) tasks? 
ij..  Did individual (or group, or partner) tasks appeal more 
to you? 
5. Did apparatus and "mat work" frighten you at any time? 
6. What aspects of the course were NOT appealing? 
7. What aspects of the course were MOST appealing? 
8. In a sentence -- what have you learned that you did not 
know before? 
APPENDIX  G 
TABLE X 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS   BETWEEN  SELF 
AND  IDEAL-SELF SORTS 

























































CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS  BETWEEN SELF 
AND  IDEAL-SELF  SORTS 
(TRADITIONALLY  ORIENTED CLASS) 
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Subject First Second 
Number Testing Testing 
1 .620 .623 
2 .839 .825 
3 .655 .936 
4 .654 .707 
5 .819 .824 
6 .590 .520 
7 .136 .001 
8 .591 .600 
9 .868 .911 
10 .542 .643 
11 .772 .839 
12 .769 .620 
13 .634 .810 
1*4- .300 .649 
15 .24-60 .121 
16 .249 .116 
17 .655 .718 
18 .340 • 472 
19 -.403 -.010 
20 .362 .225 
21 .375 .523 
22 .528 .590 
23 .264 -.270 
2k .810 .958 
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TABLE  XII 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN SELF 
SORTS FROM INITIAL TO FINAL TESTING 
Subject 
'    -■■    ■■            .-■■■■ 1-   .....■-.                 _. .. __ 
Movement Traditional 
Number Education  Class Class 
1 .14-90 • 539 
2 .876 .752 
3 .813 .764 
1+ 465 .693 
5 .612 .856 
6 .780 .840 
7 .1+51 .512 
8 .672 .737 
9 .733 .856 
10 .810 .76^ 
11 .658 ,8kO 
12 47k .722 
13 .620 .831 
Ik .719 .650 
15 .706 •456 
16 .868 .549 
17 .775 .872 
18 .805 .568 
19 .737 .1+00 
20 •k70 .757 
21 .654 .668 
22 .k38 .591+ 
23 .500 .61+4 
2k .668 .883 
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TABLE XIII 
CORRELATION  COEFFICIENTS   BETWEEN   IDEAL-SELF 
SORTS   FROM  INITIAL  TO  FINAL  TESTING 
Subject Movement Traditional 
Number Education Class Class 
1 .822 .59^ 
2 .8ij.O .783 
3 .82V .769 
k .786 ,8k0 
5 .577 .876 
6 .829 .728 
7 .621). .72/; 
8 .615 .876 
9 .880 .868 
10 .752 .737 
11 .BkM- .828 
12 .555 .722 
13 .552 .825 
U|. .682 .670 
15 .698 .690 
16 .917 .722 
17 .703 .903 
18 .851 .630 
19 .783 .658 
20 .579 .750 
21 .883 .381 
22 .802 .668 
23 .675 .675 
2k .780 ■ Qkh 
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APPENDIX  H 
TABLE  XIV 
RAW  SCORES   ON  PROFICIENCY TEST 
FOR  BOTH EXPERIMENTAL  CLASSES 
Subject Movement Traditional 
Number Education Class Class 
1 8 7 
2 8 8 
3 8 8 
k 8 7 
5 8 8 
6 7 8 
7 8 8 
8 8 7 
9 8 8 
10 8 7 
11 8 8 
12 5 7 
13 7 8 
III- 8 8 
15 7 8 
16 8 8 
17 
18 I 7 8 
19 7 6 
20 8 7 
21 8 8 
22 7 7 
23 8 7 8 2k 7 
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